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ENAN'. ANALYZED AND DESCRBED IN VOUJ4E III

The Revolutionary-Nwleonic wars, 1791-181S

"War of the- %ird Coalition
•- .AAusterlitz 2 Dec 1805

Jena 14 Oct 1806
Aue.rstadt 14 Odt 1806

Eylau 8 Feb 1807

a Friedland 14 Jim 1807

*.The Peninsular War, 1807-1809

Vieiro 21 Aug 1808

Cortma. 16 Jan 1809

* War Against Austria, 1809

Ecknbuhl 22 Apr 1809

Aspern-Essling 21-22 Ma~y 1809

The Raab 14 Jun 1809
Wagram 5-6 Jul 1809

SThe Peninsular War, 1809-1814 0

Talavera 28 Jul 1809

-ussaco 27 Sep 1810

Fuentes de Onoro 5 May 1811

"-.,- .. '......,
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The Napoleonic Wars

The Peninsular War, 1809-1814

Albuera 16 May 1811

"Salamunca 22 Jul 1812

Vittoria 21 Jun 1813

War with Russia. 1812

Borodino 7 Sep 1812

Leipzig Ca--ai, 1813

:Ietzen 2 May 1813

Bautzen 20-21 Mmy 1813

Dresden 26-27 Aug 1813

Leipzig 16-19 Oct 1813

Hum 30-31 Oct 1813

,Defense of France, 1"14

La Rothiere 1 Feb 1814

Laon 9-10 Nkr 1814

Arcis-sur-Aube 20-21 Mar 1814

"The Hundred Days." 181S
'",:a. -':,

"Ligmy 16 Jun 1815
SQuatre Bras 16 Jun 181S

. Waterloo 18 Jim 1815 -7.-7
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The Nineteenth Century

* War of 1812

* The Thames S Oct 1813

Chippewa 5 Jul 1814

Lndy's Lane 25 Jul 1814

New Orleans 8 Jan 1815

Latin American Wars of Independence

Boyaca, 7 Aug 1819

Carabobo 2S Jun 1821

EBombona 7 Apr 1822

Pichincha 24 May 1822

Junin 6 Aug 1824

Ayacucho 9 Dec 1824

War of Texan Indge e" --ence

San Jacinto 21 Apr 1836

US-Mexican War

Palo Alto 8 May 1846

Resaca de la Palma 9 May 1846

Buena Vista 22-23 Feb 1847 - -

Cerro Gordo 17-18 Apr 1847

Contreras 20 Aug 1847

•.urubusco 20 Aug 1847

Molino del Rey 8 Sep 1847

Qiapultepec 13. Sep 1847

3
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The Nineteenth Century (Continued)

Crimean War

The Alma 20 Sep 1854

Inkerman S Nov 1854 *'

War of Aastria with France and Piedmont

"Magenta 4 Jum 1859

Solferiwo 24 Jun 1859

Austro-Prussian (LSeven Weeks') War

Sadowa (Koeniggraetz) 3 Jul 1866

"Austro-Italian War, 1866

Second Custozza 2 JTun 1866

The American Civil War

First Bull Run (First Manassas) 21 Jul 1861

Wilson's Creek 10 Aug 1861

Belmont 7 Nov 1861

Mill Springs 19 Jan 1862

Fort Donelson 15 Feb 1862

Pea Ridge 7-8 Mar 1862

a" Kernstown 23 Mar 1862 ,L..

Shiloh 6-7 Apr 1862"

Front Royal 23 May 1862

Pirst Winchester 25 May 1862

Cross Keys 8 Jun 1862 _

4
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The Nineteenth Century (Continued)

"The American Civil War (Continued)

Port Republic 9 Jun 1862

Seven Pines (Fair Oaks) 31 May-1 Jun 1862

,iechanicsville 26 Jun 1862

Gaines's Mill 27 Jim 1862

Glendale-Frayser's Farm 29-30 Jum 1862

Malvern Hill 1 Jul 1862

Cedar N-..tain 9 Aug 1862

Second Bull Run (Second Manassas) 29-30 Aug 1862

"South Moumtain 14 Sep 1862

Antietam (Sharpsburg) 17 Sep 1862

"Corinth 3-4 Oct 1862

Perryville 8 Oct 1862

Fredericksburg 13 Dec 1862

&irfreeesboro (Stones River) 31 Dec 1862-3 Jan 1863

-:"Ancellorsville 1-6 May 1863

Chaupion's Hill 16 My 1863

Brandry Station 9 Jun 1863

Gettysburg 1-3 Jul 1863

Chickmmiga 19-20 Sep 1863

Chattanooga 24-25 Nov 1863

The Wilderness 5-6 May 1864

Spotsylvania 8-18 May 1864

New Market 1S May 1864

Cold Harbor 3 Jun 1864 '-.--'
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The Nineteenth Century (Continued)

The American Civil War (Continu'-ed)

•teesaw Wuntain 27 Jun 1864

Peachtree Creek 20 Jul 1864

Atlanta 22 Jul 1864

Petersburg 15-18 Jun 1864

Globe Tavern 18-21 Aug 1864

*Opequon Creek (Third Winchester) 19 Sep 1864

Cedar Creek 19 Oct 1864 ' .

Franklin 30 Nov 1864

Nashvil.le 15-16 Dec 1864

Bentonville 19-21 Mar 1865

"Dinwiddie Court House aMn "aite Oak Road 29-31 Mar 1865

Five Forks 1 Apr 1865

Selm• 2 Apr 186S

"Sayler's Creek 6 Apr 1865

Franco-Prwssian War

Weissenburg 4 Aug 1870

Froeschwiller (Woerth) 6 Aug 1870

Spichern 6 Aug 1870

Mars la Tour 16 Aug 1870

SGravelotte-St. Privat 18 Aug 1870

Sedan 1 Sep 18 7 0

Coulmiers 9 Nov 1870

Orleans 2-4 Dec 1870

Le Mans 11-12 Jan 1071

Belfort 15-17 Jan 1871
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.HE NINFrEWM CaTU (Continued)

Zi lu War

Isandhlwana 22 Jan 1879

"Ulundi 4 Jul 1879 -".

Transvaal Revolt

Majuba Hill 27 Feb 1881

Egypt and the S-..i

Tel el-Kebir 13 Sep 1882 ... ,

Omdurman 2 Sep 1898

ItaEo-gtol} War 16. -1896

Adowa 1 Mar 1896

Boer War

Modier River 28 Nov 1899

S Iagersfontein 11 Dec 1899

Colenso 15 Dec 1899

Spion Kop 24 Jan 1900

Paardeberg 18 Feb 1900

Spanish-American War

San Juan and El Caney 1 Jul 1898

0
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IM NAROLOLNIC WARS: WAR OF IM cIRD CMLITINy 18o'18o7 ,

Austerlitz, 2 December 1805

In an effort to interdict the French Grand Army's line of coumunications ,
to Vienna, the commanders of the Allied armies of Russia and Austria moved south

from Oluztz toward Austerlitz. The two emperors (Alexander I and Francis II)
expected to dnvelop the French right flank. This is exactly what the French
emperor, Napoleon, wauited of his adversaries. The Grand Army of France (c. 73,200
men) was 3.2 kilometers west of Austerlitz; Napoleon had deliberately extended
his right wing, consisting of one division, in order to invite an attack on it.
The Allied staff, under Kutuzov, determined to exploit this apparent vulnerability
by massing on their own left and crushing the French right, although this would
unfort•nately weaken their center, inviting a counterattack there. This was
precisely what Napoleon planned.

At dawn on 2 December the attack by better than 59,000 man began on the
French right. The French were forced back from the village of Zokolnitz; a ,
counterattack by Marshal Louis Davout regained the village at 0845, only to
lose it again by 0900. By this time Telnitz also was under Allied control.
Large numbers of allied soldiers contimned to move toward their left flank-
and drive in the French right. Then Napoleon ordered Marshal Nicolas Soult's
IV Corps to storm Pratzen Heights at the center of the Allied front, thereby •-""

splitting the Allied front. Soult then encircled the Allied left and rolled it
up. By early afternoon Soult and Davout had driven the Allies from the field.
Mearwhile on the left Marshal Lannes had attacked Prince Peter Bagration's
forces on the Brwm-Olmutz road. Bagration offered fietce resistance until ;
Marshal J.P. Bernadotte's I Corps enveloped him from the south. By nightfall
the Allied Army had been decisevely defeated and driven from the field.

S: Napoleon's victory at Austerlitz is a brilliant example

of defensive surprise; it likewise serves as an excellent example of counter-
-attack to achieve tactical and strategic defensive objectives. Napoleon's
plan and execution are cogent examples of the application of the principles of
concentration and economy of force. The battle of Austerlitz marks the crowning
effort of the campaign; because of it Austria made peace, and the collapse of the
Third Coalition became inevitable.

Sources: D.4; D.9.
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TME NVPLOIHMIC WARS: WAR OF THE THIRD CDALITION. 1805-1807

Jana, 14 October 1806

180i rapidly into Prussia from- southern Gerany, by 12 October

186Napoleon's Grand Amiy was closer to Berlin than the Prussian-Saxon
field army commainded by Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand, the Du'ke of Brunswick.

Sending Davout and Bernadotte with their comrbined corps west from Nawrburg
to cut the Prussian line of comuanicaticms, Napoleon, with about 100,000
men, prepared to attack the main Prussian force at Jena. Actually the Duke
of Brunswick had taken 63,000 men northeast from Weimar toward Auerstadt,
leaving Prince Friedrich Hohenlohe and S3,000 between Weimar and Jena
to cover Brunswick's move and, as it happened, to meet Napoleon's attack.

At 0600 on 14 October French marshal Jean Lamnes, having crossed the
Saale River, struck the center of the 150 mile Prussian front with two divisions.

On his left IMarsal Pierre FC. Augereau moved out to envelop the Prussian
right flank. On the right Ma~rshal Nicholas Soult attacked the Prussian left.
Lannes' s attack initially met with fierce resistance, until leading elemnts

Sof Soult's force penetrated far , to ease pressure the French

center. Augereau. made good progress on the French left. By 1300 despite
determined counterattacks, Napoleon's main force was across the Saale, and
he ordered a general advance. Overwhelmed by the force of the French attack,
the Prussian resistance collapsed. ~**i..

S Significance: Together with the defeat at Auerstadt. the same day,
Jena brought about the collapse of Prussian resistance. *.

Sources: A.7; D.4; D.6.P
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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: WAR OF THE THIRD COALITICN, 180S-1807

Auerstadt, 14 October 1806
While Napoleon was crushing Hohenlohe's force at Jena, Marshal

Iavout, on orders from Napoleon, moved most of his French II Corps

to an area north of the village of Hassenhausen, on the Prussian line ."..

of comamications, where he threatened the left flank of the Duke of

Brurswick's Army. As expected, the Prussians attacked, concentrating
against the French right wing, which repulsed the attackers. A single

regiment Davout had stationed on his left, south of Hassenhausen,

however, was routed. Davout thereupon moved to regiments frn• his

reserve to bolster the threatened flank. But the Prussians failed
to exploit their opportumity and continued to assault the strong Fr. ench

right whig. Brunswick was mortally wounded, and the Prussian king,

Frederick William III, assumed comhind. When reinforcuwnts arrived

in late morning, he unwisely divided them across his front. Davout,

on the other hand, used his reinforcements to strengthen his left

wing, which, while his right wing held, vas able to overwhelm the

Prussian right. Three French divisions pushed forward and drove the

Prussians toward Auerstadt. By early afterroon, after more than six

hours of fighting, the French had routed the Prussian army.
Significance: The twin battles of Jena and Auerstadt resulted

in the destrction of the bulk of the Prussian army; the remiants of

that army surrendered to the French in late November. Also, kierstadt
showed the effectiveness of the French system of organization, in which

corps-sized forces of all arms -- essentially small armies -- were
capable of conducting operations unassisted for significant periods

of time and achieving significant results.
Sources: A.7; D.4, D.5.
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THE NAMLEMC WAS: WAR OF THE THIRD COALITION4, 180S-1807

iylau, 8 Febkruar 1807

While Napoleon was in Warsaw and his army was in winter quarters

in northern Poland and east Prussia, the Russian general Benmdgsen,

launhed a winter offensive (January 1807). Napoleon reacted quickly;

his rapid concentration and advance soon menaced Bennigsen's lines of

commication. The Russians hurriedly retreated, but Napoleon caught

up with them at Bylau on 7 February. The next morning Napoleon

attacked with only a part of his force in hand. He launched Marshal

Soult's IV Corps in an assault of the Russian front, intenddd to hold

the Russians until the expected arrival of Marshals Ney aid Devout with

their corps at noon. Each corps would then envelop a Russian flank.

Then Augereau's corps, supported by Mkirat' s cavalry, would be comitted

in an assault on the Russian front. Unhfortuntely Soult's corps was
driven back toward Eylau in a snowstorm; this forced Napoleon to commit

Augereau's corps too soon. Because of the blinding snow Augeres' s attack"-:

hit a strong Russian position instead of the flank and he was repulsed,,

suffering heavy casualties in the process. Napoleon was forced to employ

Muirat's cavalry to stave off the Russian onslaught in Augereau's sector.
Davout arrived and turned the Russian left, but he, hI tUrn, was checked

by newly-arrived C. Anton Wilhelm Lestocq's Prussian corps. M'rshal Noy's
arrival on the Russian right enabled the French to push the Russians back

on that flank, but it was not enough to break the staleate. Bennigsen
withdrew that night.

Significance: Although Napoleon had succeeded in thwmrting the

Russian winter offensive, Eylau was a setback. Not only was he unable

to score a decisive victory in this engagement, but the inconclusive
outcome had adverse political repercussions as well. His adversaries
looked upon it as a sign that France was not invincible.

Sources: A.7; D.4; D.6.
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IM NMLD(MIC WUS: WAR OF THE 'IIRD CMAITICt4

Friedland, 14 jwwe 1807
Seeking to gain the strategic initiative, Russian General Dennigsen

1atached an offensive on S June 1807. Napoleon, having planned to begin .:.

his oam offensive for 10 June, moved quickly'. th mt and repulsed the
Russians, who retreated north. Moving by parallel roads, Napoleon placed

a.
the bulk of his army between Bwmigsan at Friedland and Lestocq at

* ~K6nisberg on 13 June. The next morning Napoleon sent Lame, with
17,000 men, to pin Bumigsei da~m while the roinizxer of the French army
concentrated to the west. The Russian= crossed the Alle River and
attacked Lannes with a force of at least 45,000 men. Lannes' delaying ®
action halted the Russians after an advance of nearly five kilomiters.
Napoleon, taking personal commend of the battle as his concentrations

* progressed,, launched his main attack at 1700. Within two hours the

Russians' left flank had disintegrated, andi they were driven back into
* Friedland. Their resistance stiffened, but by 2000 Napoleon had driven

them across the river in great disorder.

Significance: After Friedland Napoleon. cut the line of cionmication
of the remainder of the Russian army by occupiying Onigsug.~ 19
June the Russians asked for a truce, adn in early July The Treaty of
Tilsit was signed, bringing an end to what remained of the Third Coalition.

Sources: A.7; D.4; D.6.
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INHE NAPOLEONIC WARS: Me~ pENINSUIAR WAR, 1807-1809

Vimiro, 21 August 1808
Since the rapid capture of Lisbon in November 1807, French forces iunder

Marsh~al Andoche junot had gradually extended control over most of Portugal.- On

1 Augst 1808, battalions of British infantry cawnded by Lieutenant General Sir

* ~~Ariwr Wellesley waded ashore in Portugal at Mandego Bay. Shiploads of__

British reinforc=Mts continued to arrive, while Wellesley' s force covered

the larding area located at the M~uth of the IMbceirs, River.

With 10,000 infantry and aim~st 2,,000 cavalry, Jitalt approached the well-

prepared 16,300 British and 2,000 Portuguese troops, drawm up on Viiuiero Hill.

The French had 23 guns to the British 18. The French atteepted to turn the

Allied left. Failing in that, the French infantry auke a series of frontal

attacks by colusas along the entire Allied line, all of which were repulsed.

By dusk,, the battle was over, with the French losing about 1,,800 mn and 14

* gums while the British suffered 720 casualties.

* ~Siwdficance: J.unot failed to drive the British out of Portugal. At

* the end of &W-*r he was himself forced to leave.

* Sources: D. 22.
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IMI NAP(JLECOIC WARS: 1HE PENINSIUMA WAR, 1807-1809

Cor~unn, 16 Janary. 1809
In reaction to aseries of French military disasters an the Peninsula,

Napoleon crossed the Pyrenees in November 1808 at the head of 100,000 .d
veterans of the caapaigns in Geusn. In a matter of weeksI, he administered

a series of defeats to the Spanish forces and occupied Madrid on 4 December.
A small 'British army mde Sir John Moore advanced from Portugal to

Salamanca to support the Spanish. Ignorant at first of the enormity of the
defeats Napoleon had inflicted on the Spanish armies, Moore only gradually
realized that there were no Spanish armies left to cooperate with. Left
with little choice, he turned his army around aid left Salamnica on 11
December, bound for Valladolid.

Followed closely by French forces, MOrT Is army marched west, moving toward
the port of Cor.unna. Napoleon, called haem by political events, turned
over command of the French army in the Peninsula to Marshal Nicholas Sauzlt,,
who continued to pursue the British.

Moore's army arrived in the vicinity of Cortunia on 10 January 1809 and,
while part of his force manned the fortifications.* the rest began to emark
on ships. Soult's army, pressing forward, attacked the British in front
of the town on 16 January. With approxiutely equal =xuers of infantry on,
each side, and a French superiority in cavalry, the two armies fought for
most of the day. Soult, attacked frontally with his infantry, leaving his
cavalry mostly out of the action as the grou.nd was not suited for horse. By
dusk, the armies' positions were unchanged. The attack was not renweod. Moore
was killed.in the ction.

Significance: Having repulsed the French attack, the British were able
to withdraw their army intact.

Sources: D.17; D.22.
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THE NAIVLBONIC WARS: THE~ WAR AGIUNST ARJSiIA, 1809

Eckashl, 22 April 1809
At Abensberg on 19-20 April Napoleon had forced tha Austrian army to

divide, the left wing driven back toward Landeshut, and the right toward

Ratisbon. While the bulk of Napoleon's amy was fighting at Landeshut the

next day, Mmrshal Louis Devout, with 36,000 wi, was keeping pressure on the
Austrian right wing. On 22 April, roar Eclmushl, Archduke Charles, cammnding

the Antrian forces, attacked Devout with more than twice as many men, in an

effort to cat Napoleon's line of cmmuimncation. Davout held out until the
sound of gunfire from the south ammoumced Napoleon's arrival. Davout then ::
counterattacked and succeeded in holding the Austrians until Napoleon and

his army arrived on Davout's right aid enveloped the Austrian left. By
aidaftenmon the Austrian left had been crushed, and the Austrian cmmidr . ,.

ordered an jimediate retreat to Ratisbon.

Sianificance: Althuigh the French troops were too exhausted to pursue,,.
and Charles was able to escape, Napoleon and Devout had won a decisive victory.

Sources: A.7; D.4.
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,IE NAPOLBONIC WARS: TIE WAR AGAINST AUSTRIA, 1809 '." "

Asgern-Esslin, 21-22 Mat 1809
Following Napoleon's occupation of Vienna, Archduke Charles concentrated. .

his force on the north bank of the Dante River. Napoleon, on the south bank,

had his engineers construct a bridge on 20 May and started moving troops to

the island of Lobau and then to the north bank between Aspern and Essling. -

The next afternoon Charles attacked the bridgehead. The French were surprised .

and outnumbered, but they drove off numerous Austrian attacks and managed to -

hold the two villages. The battle broke off, and during the night Napoleon

sent reinforcements and supplies acrass the bridge. The Austrians attacked

.*. again at 0500 on 22 May, and at 0700 the French counterattacked. On the left

the French drove the Austrians back, and in the center the French II Corps

broke through the Austrian front. Just when victory seemed imminent, however, ...:

Archduke Charles led a counterattack that brought the French attack to a halt.

During the night Napoleon withdrew to the south bank.

Sinificance: This was Napoleon's first defeat, putting an end to the

"myth of his invincibility. Austrian propaganda mgaified it, and anti-French

*:: resistance in Germany, Prussia, and Italy increased.

Sources: A. 7; D.4.
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7M1 NAPOLKIIIC WAPS: THE WAR AGAINST AUSTRIA. 1809
The Rub, 14 June 1809

The Battle of the Raab was fought on 14 June 1809 by a French army under
Eugeme de Beauharnais of 35,000 men and an Austrian army under the Archduke

Joln of 37,000 RMn.

Advancing from the Adige River, the French were attempting to march on , .....

Vienna and join the main army under Napoleon. Archduke John's force was,4.

attempting to stop or at least delay the move on the Austrian capital. Two
minor actions at Kismeyger and Szabadhegy between French advance guard troops

and the Austrian rearguard resulted in driving the Austrians farther north, and at

a more rapid pace than John expected.

Upon hearing of the check received by Napoleon at the battle of Aspern-

Essling on 21/22 May, John resolved to make a stand at the town of Raab, near

Graz. Much of his infantry and a portion of his cavalry were Ingarian "Insurrection"'

troops, of little value in a pitched battle. On the right and in the center of
the Austrian line were two villages, which were converted into strongpoints. A

stream on the Austrian left anchored that flank. The whole position was situated

on a low ridge.

The French' advantage lay in the quality of their troops, all regulars
and mostly veteran compared to the Hungarian militia the Austrians were forced to
employ. Eugene employed the majority of his cavalry on his right, where the

ground was better for maneuver. At 1130 hours, the French cavalry drove the .'v',..

Austrian outpost back into their main line in preparation for the main attack
which began at 1400 hours. The infantry assaulted the position frontally while
the cavalry swept around the Austrian left, threatening the line of retreat. The

cavalry broke through first, routing the militia cavalry and overwhelming the
regulars. By 1700, the Austrians were finished and started to withdrew under

cover of the regular infantry, which was still in good order. By nightfall, the . -.

French had sole possession of the field, and the battle was over.
Significance: The Austrians were forced to accelerate their withdrawal.

Raab was beseiged and quickly taken, and Eugene had time to get his army to

Viamna to participate in the battle of Wagram.

Sources: A.2.3; A.13; D.4; D.20.
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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: THE WAR WITh AUSTRIA, 1809 "

Wagram, 5-6 July 1809

Following his repulse at Aspern-Essling, Napoleon fortified Lobau Island

and assembled bridging material.. In early June the French Eqeror massed

188,000 troops in the vicinityof Vienna and Lobau. Meanwhile, Napoleon's

"stepson, Prince Egetie Beauharnais, had pursued the Austrian amy of the ::.
Archduke John into Hurgary and defeated him at Raab, forcing him to retreat -,

to Pressburg, east of Vienna. Napoleon decided he fust attack before John

could reinforce Charles or before Charles could march east to link with John. -.. .-.

On the night of 4/S July the bridges were thrown, and the French

amy established bridgeheads on the north banks of the Danube. Napoleon

achieved surprise and successfully placed his amy between two adversaries.

To prevent them from linking, Napoleon made his main attack against the

Austrian eastern or left wing, while launching holding attacks against the
Austrian center. Charles tried to turn Napoleon's left so as to cut him off -.

from his Danube bridgehead. The first day of the battle was indecisive.
On the second day, Napoleon massed his guns against the Austrian center in

the greatest concentration of artillery every made to that time. He launched

a heavy infantry assault in the center, while Narshal Nicolas Davout's III

Corps redoubled its efforts to turn the Austrian left. Charles's center

was penetrated, and his left flank was thrown back. He withdrew. Although

the retreat was made in good order, the defeat was decisive.

Significance: Napoleon's victory had been won at great cost but the.

defeat of Charles at Wagram sapped the Austrian ccumunder's will to resist.

On 10 July he asked for and received an armistice. This led to the treaty

"of Pressburg, which ended hostilities between France and Austria on Napoleon'sS~~~terms. .-. ,,-.-

Sources: A.7; D.4. '0
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"•ThE NAPOLEONIC WARS: THE PENINSULAR WAR, 1809-1814

Talavera, 28 July 1809

In -June of 1809, Sir Arthur Wellesley at the head of the British Peninsular

Army invaded Spain. In theory, he was supported by something near 100,000

Spanish irregulars but these Spanish forces were badly divided and proved to

be of little help.

Joining with the Spanish General Don Gregorio de la Cuesta, who had

30,000 men under him, Wellesley, with a total of 55,000 men, marched toward
Talavera to confront King Joseph Bonaparte and Marshal Claude P. Victor and -*,. '

the French army. When Cuesta failed to attack as planned, the French withdrew,

pursued by Cuesta. They returned on 27 July, pursuing Cuesta, and reinforced
to a strength of 40,000.

There was some preliminary skirmishing in the afternoon of 27 July.

During the night the French attempted an attack on the Allied line, which

extended north from the Tagus River and the town of Talavera, with Cuesta's
Spanish forces on the right. The attack was repuls ed. After dawn the French
again assaulted the center of the Allied line, and almost pushed through,

"* but the attack was beaten back. After a brief lull, the third phase of the

battle ccummended, with heavy and determined French attacks on the Allied

"center and right. Fighting was intense, but the Allied line held, and the

"assault was driven off. The fourth and final phase occurred near the end

of the day when Marshal Victor tried to outflank the Allied position on the

left. Faced with 5,000 fresh British troops, the move failed. This was

the end of the battle.

Significance: Although the battle was drawn, it was a strategic British

victory. The French retired to Madrid.

Sources: A.7; D.22. .
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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: THE PENINSULAR WAR, 1809-1014

Bussaco, 27 September 1810

By the end of January 1810, there were 32S,000 French troops in Spain. .4.i

Marshal Andre Massena was sent by Napoleon to organize an army of three corps '.- . ,"-

and a cavalry reserve there, in all nearly 70,000 non, for an invasion of

Portugal. By April, Massena had this army moving toward Lisbon and the Torres

Vedras lines, constructed by the Anglo-Portuguese army under the Duke of
Wellington to defend the approaches to Lisbon. Wellington could field fewer

than 50,000 men.

Massena overcame the twin fortresses of Ciudad Rodrigo and Almeida on

the Spanish-Portuguese border in August. During the following month the .

Anglo-Portuguese forces withdrew slowly before the French advance. On the

morning of 26 September the two armies reached the Bussaco Ridge, a steep,

ten mile long hogback stretching north from the banks of the Mondego River.

The Coimba road, the only major east to west road for miles, bisected tht.

ridge. The Anglo-Portuguese army took up defensive positions on the ridge.

French attacks on this position began at 0545 on 27 September 1810.

A succession of assaults were made between 0600 and 0900. The French cavalry

and artillery could take little part in the battle because of the terrain.
After 1100, there was little significant fighting, as Massena realized that :i,-'.!- Ži

there was little he could do to breach the positions. After a day of probing,

the French found a path around the Anglo-Portuguese left flank and flanked
the position, forcing Wellington's forces back to the lines of Torres Vedras.

Significance: Wellington gained time and a check was administered to

the French.
Sources: A.7; D.22.
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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: .THE PENINSULAR WAR, 1809-1814

IRantes de Onoro, 5 May 1811
The battle of Fuentes de Onoro was fought on 5 May 1811 between the

Anglo-Portuguese Army commanded by the Duke of Wellington and the French

IArmy of Portugal under Marshal Andre Massena. The French had 48,260 men
with 38 gums, while the Allied army consisted of 37,360 men and 48 pieces,•: ~of artillery. "

Marshal Massena was moving to the fortress of Almedia, which was ...

besieged by Wellington's army, in an attempt to relieve the garrison *

there. Wellington, on hearing of the Massena's approach, marched to a

strong position between the French army and Almeida, at the village of
Puentes de Onoro, located near the Spanish-Portuguese border inside Spain.

After a probing attack on the village on 3 May, which was easily reppilsed
Massena launched a full scale attack on 5 May, with 30,000 men and 36
pieces of artillery. The battle lasted the entire day. It ebbed and
flowed back and forth, with the Anglo-Portuguese Army in danger of defeat

several times. British infantry squares resisted the French cavalry,

and British horse drawn artillery charged through the French horsemen.

The French finally gave up their attacks and the two armies remained

facing each other. Wellington's troops finally prevailed and drove
the French from the field. French losses were approximately 2,700 men,
and the Allies lost 1,800.

Significance: This was a narrow victory for Wellington. Abmeida
was abandoned by the French on the night of 10/11 May, when it was

apparent that no relief would be coming. Massena was relieved of

command and replaced by Marshal Auguste Marmont.

Sources: A. 7 ; A.13; D.17.3. O.
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THE ~~NMUMI WAS19-85 lIJE PENINSUJLAR WAR,*1809-1814

Albuera,, 16 fty 1811
British General William Beresford, cuanigan Allied army of about

32,000 men, had been besieging Badajoz barely a week when he learned that .

Frenich Marshal Nicolas Soult, with some 25,000 men, was advancing torelieve
the fortress. Beresford marched to meet the French, temporarily raising
the siege in order to meet Soult's force some distance away from Badajoz
and deny it any possibility of relieving the garrison. L

On 15/16 May, Beresford assemblied his forces on the flat ground surrounding
the town of Albuera, directly astride the major road between Santa Marta and

5 Badajoz, facing east.
Early on the 16th, Soult's anny advanced against the town,. which was

the approximate center of the Allied position and convinced Beresford that
.. 7 the main French attack would be there. Shortly, hwever, a strong French

k4 ~ force of infantry, cavalry, and artillery appeared to the south on the right J
wing of the Allied army, held by Spanish forces. Surprise was complete. The
Spanish coawmider attempted to pull his line around to face the attack, and
Beres ford ordered several British battalions to the sector. The Spanish
infantry, displaying a steadiness almost unique for them in the Peninular
Campaign, held off the French columns until the British arrived and forimed .

long two-rank lines to maximize their firepower on the advancing French
coltumns. Suddenly a violent storm swept over the battlefield. Hail and

*rain soaked the powder, and visibility was cut to amin~in=.Thogte
storm, the British infantry failed to see two regiments of French cavalry
deployed on the right charge on their flank. The attack was devastating.
Within five minutes, three battalions were cut to pieces, losing a total of
80 officers and 1,190 men. The cavalry broke into the Allied rear, causing
a great deal of confusion. Finally a reserve brigade stabilized the situation,

and the French cavalry withdrew.
After the cavalry charge, the lines drew up and fired at each other for

four hours more. By the end of the day, Soult had withdrawn sone distance, ~ :*

and the Allied forces were still in possession of the town. The following
day, the French retired from the field.

Significance: Marshal Soult' s attempt to relieve Badaj oz failed, but 47.-

the Allies paid a heavy price in valuable British infantry.

Sources: A.7; D.22.
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TME NAPOLEWNIC WARS: THE PENINS¶AR WAR, 1809-1814

Salamanca, 22 July 1812
On 17 June 1812, the Duke of Wellington's Anglo-Portuguese army of

48,,000 took Salamanca,, with only token resistance from the small French
force there. Then Wellington pushed into the foothills north of the city

to confront French General Auguste W ntat"s 52,000-mun army. For over two '.'ik:;".
months the two armies faced each other and made a series of marches and .

coumtermarches, as each side tried to gain a tactical advantage.

On 22 July, Wellington finally found the French strung out in march

order and struck. The Anglo-Portuguese army was better concentrated than

the French. Most of the army attacked three isolated French divisions and
drove them back on the main body. One cavalry charge destroyed and routed
an entire French division, while a combination of infantry and artillery
badly mauled two others.

On the Anglo-Portuguese left, however, a small Portuguese division

(2,700 men) attacked 6,400 French while another 6,000 French were in supporting
distance. The Portuguese were thrown back with hervy losses. General Clausel,
replacing the wounded Marmont, executed a finely thought out counterattack

toward the village of Arapiles, pressing the broken Portuguese battalions

back in disorder. Wellington, however, anticipating this, had deployed
British reserves behind the Portuguese before the counterattack began.

Encountering the steady British line, before too long the French were streaming

to the rear in disorder, routed by the volleys from the British infantry.

The French Army of Portugal lost at least 13,000 men at Salamanca, and

would have lost considerably more if the pursuit after the battle had been

Imadled efficiently. Allied losses were about 6,000.
Significance: Salamanca opened the way for the march on Madrid, which.

* Wellington's army occupied on 13 August 1812. The French then abandoned

Andalusia. The initiative in the Peninsula was now permanently in Wellington's
*' hands.

Sources: A.7; D.17.4; D.22.
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MTE NAPOILENC WARS: THE PHEINSLJIAR WAR, 1809-1814

Vittoria, 21 June 1813

Having spent the winter of 1812-1813 at Ciudad Rodrigo, near the Spanish- LO_.

Portuguese frontier, reorganizing and reinforcing his army, in the spring the
i* Duke of Wellington took his army into Spain again, crossing the mountains in

the north and fording the Elsa River. By the end of May he had forced King

"Joseph Bonaparte, with approximately 68,000 French troops, actually commanded .. ,

by Marshal Jourdan, out of Madrid and north of the Ebro River, where the army

spread fram the river north almost to Vittoria. Wellington, trying to cut

off the French retreat route to France, attacked the French on 21 June. < :
Wellington marshalled his forces into three attack colums which struck the

French frontally and on their right flank. After some of the bitterest

fighting of the Peninsular War, General Picton's 3d Division broke the French

center, crumbling all resistance. Ultimately, the French retreat turned into

a 'rout.

Significance: Vittoria ended French rule in Spain. By December of

1813, the Allied army had moved into southern France, pursuing what was left -

of the French Peninsular armies. "

Sources: A.7; D.17.S; D.22.
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THE NAPOLEONIC WAS: THE 1812 WMA WITH RUSSIA

Borodino, 7 September 1812 a'

After the failure of Napoleon's third attempt to crush the Russian armies

at Smolensk and nearby Valutino, the Russians withdrew to Borodino. There,,

96 kilometers west of Mbscow, the Russian Army, ccmmxWed by Field Marshal

Prince Mikhail Kutuzov, took up a strong defensive position. Napoleon, whose
political and military reasoning convinced him that he must have a victory
before winter, prepared to attack.

Early on 7 September Napoleon lauched a maber of frontal attacks
against the Russian left and center, while engaging the right with holding

attacks. Russian counterattacks forced the French back, with both sides

suffering heavy casualties. Before 0900 hours Napoleon had comtted all of
*'-' his troops but his Imperial Guard. At 1000 renewed frontal assaults en the .-

; Russian center gradually pushed back the Russian line, although intense fire

from a strongpoint know as the "Great Redoubt" took a huge toll . of the

French. But when French victory appeared iinainet, reinforcits bolstered

the sagging Russian defenses, #ad co~interattacks again drove back the
attackers. A 400-gun artillery preparation preceded a mas frontal assault

on the Great Redoubt. Although suffering heavy casualties, the French took

the formidable stronghold by 1500 Ihurs. The Russians Iaumhed one last
determined counterattack but failed to drive the French from their hard won ,

positions. A final French atteqpt to break through the Russian left also ,-. ,
failed, but the Russians withdrew to Moscow. The French did not pursue.

Significance: Although a tactical success, Borodino was not the decisive
victory that Napoleon sought. Napoleon paid a terrible price in mn to open

the road to Moscow. Most inportant, he had not broken the Russian will to
resist; hence he was unable to win peace on his terms.

Sources: A.7; D.4...
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THE NAPOLEON4IC WARS: LEIPZIG CAMPAUN?. 1813 -:- *~

Luetzen, 2 !'bLY 1813
In early 1813 Raisia, Prussia, SWeden, aid Britain formed. a new coalition.

in order to end Napoleon's European hegemxmy. An Allied army of 100,,000
veteran troops was assimled in the Elbe Valley, between Magdeburg and Dresden. .- :,j

Reacting quickly, Napoleon marched a new and inexperienced army from the Rhine ~

to join the remnants of the old Grand Army. On 30 April he crossed the Sale
River to move on Leipzig. He plamled to penetrate the allied cordon and -

defeat his enemies in detail. Faulty reconnaissance by his inexperienced .

cavalry left him unware that the kwusian General A.P. von Wittgenstein was ý,-,
concentrating 73,,000 troops on. his southern flank. The French advance guard C
was driving a small allied delaying force to the outskirts of Leipzig wrhen
Wittgenstein attacked at 1145 hours an 2 Wy, surprising Marsha Nichol Ney's
III Corps, still on the road. Noy counterattacked and a desperate struggle

ensued. Napoleon, hearing the sound of artillery as he stood on the battle-
field where Gustavus Adolpbwa had won his great victory in 1632, galloped :

to the scene. He arrived at 1430 hours and cocnrtdhis aniy with a
great mass of artillery oposite Wittgenastein' s center. Leading an over-
whelming counterattack himself, Napoleon. split the allied lines. Nonetheless, A
Wittgenstein withdrew in good order.

Significance: The exhaustion of his green troops, and the lack of adequate2::.<.
ntumbers of cavalry precluded the possibility of a French pursuit. But
Napoleon gained the initiative and was able to capture Dresden on 7-8 MIRY.

Sources: -A.7; D.4.
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Baauten. 0-21 fty 1813
After taking Dresden on, 7-8 May, Napoleon followed the retreating allies

east of the Elbe River. Sending Marshal M~ichel Ney with nearly half of his
armyr an a wide turning moveimnt nerth of Dresden, Napoleon pursued Rusian
Genral A.P. Wittgenstein with the reaidnder. Wittgentein's allied army
stood in a formidable position on the east bank of the Spree River. Napoleonm
laaached thr~e full corps and paut of a fourth against him across the river,
mn 20 May, driving the defenders frcm their positions. Hey's force of four
corps cm down fzm the north after dark and was in position to fall on the
allied right flank man envelop the rear the following wmrning. Napoleon
intended Hey' s flank attack to force Wittgeinstein to take -m fran his center,
weakening the, while the envelopmnt of Wittgenstein' s rear would block the
allied line of retreat. Then Napoleon, would send another corps, previously
held in reserve, to break thtrough the allied right center. Although Napoleon Is
concept was brilliant, Ney stupidly failed to understand it, attacked late,,
and made no rmve toward the enemy's rear and his comuicatins. Napoleon,
waiting to launch his reserve wrhen Ney sprang the trap, realized too late
that Wittgmstein, retreating rapidly, had gotten may safely into Silesia.

Siifcn: Like Castiglione, two dwades earlier, faulty execution,
by subordinates had spoiled Napoleon's brilliantly planned envelopmnt, ofY
his enemy'Is rear.* Again,, as at L).~tzen., inadequate cavalryr deprived Napoleon
of any opportunidty to exploit his tactical success; this was fortuitous
for the Allies,, whose morale was low after failing to repulse the French
Army in the two-day struggle.

Sources: A.7; D.4.
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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: LEIPZIG CAWAIGN, 1813

Dresden, 26-27 August 1813

Following a two uonth arnistice Napoleon positioned the bulk of his

army between the Elbe and Oder rivers, preparing to operate against his

enMies on interior lines. The Allies, with superior numbers, adopted a

strategy of avoiding battle with Napoleon, but attacking his lieutenants

whenever possible. The Allied Amy of Bohemia under Austrian Prince Karl

.Schwarzenbers advanced from the south and attacked Dresden. a vital French --

supply base which was defended by French Mrshal Count Gouvion St. CVr's

corps in late August. Napoleon instructed St. Cyr to hold Dresden at all

costs until he could concentrate forces and fall on SchSrzeMberg's rear.

When it appeared that St. Cyr's defense of Dresden would collapse before

SNapoleon could concentrate, Napoleon was forced to rush to St. Cyr's aid. .. ,

Napoleon arrived at Dresden with reinfrca1ts on 26 August and at 1730

hours laumched counterattacks against both Allied flanks. These succeeded

in pushing the Allies back. The next day Napoleon lauched a double .

envelopment at 0600 hours. The attack on the Allied right forced the

Allies back five kilometers; the envelopment of the Allied left was a

complete success. Sclmrzenberg disengaged hurriedly, narrowly escaping ..

encirclement.

"Significance: Although Dresden was a brilliant tactical victory '. *v':

"for Napoleon, his success there was largely negated because of the failures , ..C,'

of his lieutenants in other engagements at Grossbeeren (23 August) and

Katzbach (26 August).
Sources: A.7; D.4. *.;. _
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THE NAPOLE1IC WARS: IME LEIPZIG CA4PAIGN, 1813

Leipzis, 16-19 October 1813

Following Napoleon's victory at Dresden his army suffered a ntumber
of setbacks. By early October Napoleon's tired and discouraged French ary .1k

was hemmed in between Dresden and Leipzig, Bavaria defected to the Allies, and

the Allies began to close the net. Prussian Marshal G.L. Blucher abandoned

his line of commmicaticms and crossed the Elbe River north of Leipzig
to threaten Napoleon's rear. Austrian Prince Karl Philipp vn Schwarzenberg -

marched north to link with Blucher. Napoleon's former field mnrshal, Jean

Baptiste Bernadotte, now leading an Allied aiyas King Charles XIV of

%#eden, stood idle thile French units opposite him joined Napoleon's main
army at Leipzig. On 16 October Napoleon's troops began a four-day struggle
with the Allied armies. With the French nearly surrounded on 18 October,

the Allies laumched massive frontal attacks. Napoleon was driven into Leipzig,

although his lines remined intact. The Saxon Corps then deserted the French
to

"army, ending all possibility of victory. Despite Blucher's repeated efforts,
Napoleon was able to keep his line of cammications opmn aid make his
withdrawal after a frenzied fight inside the city.

Significance: The Allies won a tre•oxuis victory, but Napoleon ,. ": '

escaped the trap created by the Allied anies converging on Leipzig. The : -z,
emants of the French army withdrew toward the Rhine.

Sources: A.7; D.4.
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111E NApOLBONIC xApS: THE LEIPZIG CAMPAIGN, 1813

Henau, 30-31 October 1813

After extricating himself and same 100,000 men from Leipzig, Napoleon

withdrew toward the Rhine River. Seeking to block his retreat, Prince Karl

Philipp von Wrede of Bavaria and a force of 43,000 Bavarians and Austrians

marched from the Danubte River and took up positions at Hannu, near Frankfurt,

to attempt to block the passage across the Kinzig River of what he though

was a single colinw of the retreating French. Napoleon noticed that Wrede 's

right wing was on the other side of the river, and so, as he approached, hts

prepared to attack the Allied left and center.. After knocking out the Allies'

guns by cleverly using his artillery, he sent his French cavalry to

envelop Wrede's cavalry on the Bavarian left. Then the French cavalry

wheeled to attack Wrede Is center from the flank, inflicting heavy casualties

on the Allied troops -as they tried to fight their way free.

Significance: Napoleon's victory reoee the road to Frankfurt. The

French army was able to continue on, to cross the Rhine, anid return to France.

Sources: A.7; D.4.
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THE NAPOLBC.IC WARS: IM DEFENE OF FRANCE, 1814 -

La Rothiere, 1 February 1814
Marshal BIlicher sought to gain the town of Ia Rothiere which was

lost as a result of the Battle of Brienne. In a conference of Allied

leaders, it was determined that a heavy blow would be launched at

Napoleon on 1 February, and Blcher was reinforced to a strength of
110,000 men. Concealed by a blizzard, B1Ucher's men broke caup on the

morning of 1 February at Trannes and marched north towards La Rothiere. . . .. , ..
Napoleon did not have adequate information regarding the dispositions

of the Allied troops. He was convinced that they were attempting to keep

him at La Rothiere while they massed their forces elsewhere. Accordingly,
at 1000, the Bmperor issued instructions for a movemet on Troyes. By

midday, however, news reached him of the Allied move from Tramnes,
indicating an attack. Napoleon decided to hold his ground until the

situation became clearer, and stopped the troop movements. The decision

to wait put the mall French army in deadly peril.

The French defensiveposition was a strong one. Ruining from east

to west, the left flank was firmly anchored on the village of Nbrvilliers,
and the right on La Rothiere and Dienville. BlUcher attacked frontally

with a large superiority in nmbers. Clinging to the villages and other

natural obstacles along the front, the French held the Allies at bay
until almost nightfall, when Blicher's troops captured La Rothiere. The I
Fremch retook the village with the Young Guard, but the Russian Guards
drove them out again. The French did not make any fu-ther attempt ona

the town. Casualties were 6,000 men on each side.

Significance: Although losses were about equal, the battle was a

tactical victory for the Allies. The morale of the French conscripts

suffered and additionally, the French lost 50 guns. The news of the battle
shocked the French people, as exemplified by the citizens of Troyes who, ... '..

shortly after the battle, barricaded their heuses against French troops .
and gave them little assistance. -2'-r +I

Sources: A. 7; D. 4.
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S•NAPOULBNIC WARS: THE MFE"N:SE OF FRANCE, 1814 ,.... ". 4.'."

Laon, 9-10 March 1814

Following the inconclusive engagement at Craonne on 7 March Prussian '.4"

Marshal Blucher withdrew his army to Laon. There Blucher received reinforce-

ments, giving him nearly 85,000 men. Despite being outnumbered almost three
to one, Napoleon resolved to attack. On 9 March he launched a frontal attack
against the Prussians, who had taken up a strong defensive position. The

French were repulsed. Throughout the remainder of the day Napoleon made

several more unsuccessful attacks. Blucher, fearing that Napoleon was £
baiting a trap for him, did not counterattack until evening. The old

Prussian Field Marshal launched a night attack that took the French VI Corps
completely by surprise. The troops panicked and fled. Fortunately for .-',"- , ,

Napoleon, Blucher was ill the next day, and his Chief of Staff, August

von Gneisenau, failed to press the advantage. This enabled Napoleon to
withdraw to Soissons.

Significance: Napoleon's reckless assaults had failed. Not only had

he been unable to force Blucher to withdraw, but the heavy losses of men and
equipment sapped both the physical and moral strength of his soldiers.

Sources: A.7 ; D.4. '""
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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: THE DEFENSE OF FRANCE

kAcissur-Aube, 20 March 1814

The battle of Arcis-sur-Aube was fought on 20 March 1814 between the

Army of Bohemia (Austro-Russian), with 80,000 men and 150 artillery pieces,

and the French army, with 28,000 men and 40 pieces of artillery. The

Emperior Napoleon commanded the French, and Austrian Prince Karl Philipp

von Schwarzenberg commanded the Allies.

The Army of Bohemia was concentrated between the Seine and Aube rivers,

preparing to continue its advance on Paris. In an attempt to break out to

the Marne and into the rear of both the Army of Bohemia and the other Allied

army operating in France, the Army of Silesia, Napoleon's army marched on

Arcis-sur-Aube and the upper Marne River. The village of Arcis-sur-Aube was :K'.

significant, because of its bridge across the Aube River.

Napoleon's army deployed within striking range of the Army of Bohemia,

south of the Aube River, between Plancy and Arcis. With such a decided

"disadvantage in numbers, it was foolhardy to deploy such a small army so near

one so large. -- -

Three Allied corps advanced from Troyes, accompanied by all the allied

cavalry. The Allied horse attacked, surprising the French, breaking two

French cavalry divisions and thundering into the main positions. The

intervention of the cavalry of the Imperial Guard, and later the infantry,

was the only thing that staved off disaster. Gradually the situation

stabilized, and the Allied forces withdrew three kilometers to their

encampments. ', -

Significance: Schwarzenberg proceeded west and defeated the corps of

General Auguste Marmont and Marshal Eduard Mortier four days later, eliminating

Napoleon's hope of joining forces with them and attacking the Allies. After

Marmont surrendered Paris, Napoleon's only course was abdication.
Sources: D.4; D.13.
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ThE NAPOLEW3_IC WARS: '"HE HUNDRED DAYS"
'"M, 16 June 181S

-The French Army of the North secretly assembled along the Franco-

"Belgian border during the second week of June 1815. Two Allied Armies,
one Prussian and the other Anglo-Dutch, were in Belgium. Napoleon V, ,

led the. French army across the border at Charleroi, interposing between ,'."*"

the two Allied armies.

.i The Prussian conmander, Field Marshal BliYcher, assembled three
of his four corps at Ligny while the Anglo-Dtch army concentrated

-i 25 kilometers to the west. Napoleon took two-thirds of his army and

marched to Ligny to attack the Prussians; the remaining thtzd of the

* French army was ordered to seize the crossroads at Quatre Bras, cutting
' communications between the Allied armies.

"On 16 June Napoleon made a frontal attack against the Prussians

at Ligny. He ordered the force marching on Quatre Bras, which was

"commanded by Marshal Ney, to move on the Prussian right flank and
rear after seizing the crossroads. By late afternoon, despite the

fact that Ney's force did not appear, Napoleon had driven the Prussian -.

army back. At dusk, Napoleon completed the victory by committing his

. q: elite reserve, the Imperial Guard, in an attack against the Prussian

center. Darkness and a heavy rain impeded the French pursuit.

"Significance: Napoleon succeeded in driving a wedge between
the two Allied armies, but darkness, rain, and Ney's inability to

S-." carry out his part of the plan denied Napoleon the decisive victory
he sought.

"Sources: D.4; D.19. -
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THE NAPOULNIC WARS: '"ME HUNDRED DAkYS"

(" uatre Bras, 16 June 1815

While Napoleon took two-thirds of his army to confront the Prussians

at Ligny, Marshal Ney was instructed to take the remaining third of the

army, the left wing, and seize the village of Quatre Bras on the main
"road linking the positions of the Prussian and English armies.

Ney procrastinated during a critical period when the Anglo-Dutch
army had just one reinforced brigade at the crossroads. The French,

had they attacked, would have easily driven off this unit. However,
"during the afternoon the English counsaader, Wellington, concentrated almost

34,000 men to oppose the French. When the French finally did attack, they

were beaten back in a sharp engagement.
A confusion in orders on the French side caused one of •ey's corps,,-""-.

about 20,000 men, to march between Ligay and Quatre Bras, not

participating in either action.

Significance: By denying Hey the crossroads Wellington saved the

* .-" Prussian army defeated at Ligny from destruction.

- * .Sources: D.4; D.19.
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THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: "ThE HUNDRED DAYS"

Waterloo, 18 June 181S
The French Emperor Napoleon, following his victory over the Prussian

army of Field Marshal Gebhard A. BlUcher at Ligny (16 June) and Marshal
Ney's drawn battle with the Anglo-Dutch army of the Duke of Wellington

at Quatre Bras (same day), ordered his right wing, commanded by Marshal

Emmanuel de Grouchy, to pursuo the Prtussians, who were retreating to

the northeast, toward Wavre. Napoleon himself, with the remainder of
the French army, followed Wellington due north, toward Waterloo.

On the morning of 18 June, following delays caused by bad weather

and French procrastination and disorganization, Napoleon confronted
Wellington south of Waterloo. The Anglo-Dutch were deployed in a strong

position along a low ridge and had converted a chateau and a group of
farm buildings in front of their main line into strongpoints. The French

* could not attack immediately" because the ground was wet, which hampered

the movement of their artillery and cavalry. A delay of several hours
ensued-- a delay which proved fatal because, unbeknownst to either

*" Napoleon or Grouchy, BlUcher's Prussian army had rallied and, having

slipped Grouchy's inept pursuit, was marching westward from Wavre toward

the French right at Waterloo.
, At noon, following a tremendous artillery preparation, Napoleon's

army attacked the Anglo-Dutch, and by 1600 hours, despite stubborn

resistance, th• allies had been pushed back all along the line and were

nearing exhaustion. At about the sam time, however, BlUcher's army,

arriving piecemeal, began to pressure the French right. Napoleon, surprised,
was forced to shift troops from his reserves to hold off the Prussians, and

was unable to complete his victory dyer the Anglo-Dutch. A final French
attack, made by the unsupported infantry of the Imperial Guard, was beaten.
Wellington, sensing victory, ordered acounterattack. Under tremendous

"pressure from the Anglo-Dutch and Prussian armies the French army collapseod.

The French fled down the Charleroi road, pursued by the Allied cavalry.

"Significance: The French defeat at Waterloo brought about the

abdication and surrender of Napoleon, who was exiled. The Bourbon monarchy
was restored in France, and the Allies concluded a peace with France.

Sources. A.I; A. 7; D.4; D.19
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TH1E WAR OF 1812

The Thames, S October 1813

Fromi June 1812 to August 1813 British forces and Canadian militia together
with Indians led by Tecu~mseh, held the initiative on the northwestern frontier
of the United States. During the first six months of 1813 British General
Thomas Proctor's force attacked US outposts throughout the region, elimninating
any chances for a US invasion of Upper Canada. In late 1812 US Major General

William Henry Harrison was charged with the responsibility of retaking
Detroit (lost to the British in August 1812) and the territory of Michigan,
but difficulties in organizing and training troops delayed the execution of
this mission. By the late si u!r of 1813, however, Harrison had made sufficient

P preparations and, following the American naval victory on Lake Erie (10
* ~September 1813), which gave the United States control of the lake, he moved I

* north from Fort Stephenson on the southern shore of Lake Erie to attack
* Proctor's force.

On 29 September Harrison's troops retook Detroit, and on 5 October his
main body caught up with Proctor's coammand on the Thames River northeast

*of Detroit near Moravian Town. Proctor had deployed his men in open order in
the area between the Thames on the left and a swamp on tho right, with a small
swamp opposite his center. The Canadian militia and British regulars formed
the left wing of his line, and Indians under Tecu~mseh held the right. Two
battalions of Colonel Richard M. Johnson' s Kentucky mounted riflemen attacked
the British formations, one battalion against each wing. The British and
Canadians were quickly routed and the majority of then taken prisoner. On

the British right, Tecumseh' s Indians fought well but when their leader was. .

1.killed the Kentucky riflemen, dismounted, dispersed them. Johnson was wtoimded
in this part of the action, but his troops' able performaune had shattered
the British line. Proctor early on had fled the battlefield.

Siznificance: The US victories at the battles of Mhums River and Lake
Erie gave the public hope after a series of demoralizing defeats, secured -

the territory of Michigan, and ended Tecumnseh' s Indian confederacy.
Sources: A.7; A.17; D.12.
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THE WAR OF 1812

h%'Q ewa, S July 1814

In early July 1814, Major General Jacob Brown, with a force composed of

regulars, militia, and Indians, launched an invasion of Canada, capturing .
Fort Erie at the northeastern end of Lake Erie on 3 July. On S July a
British force under Major General Phineas Riall, also including regulars, .
militia and Indians, crossed the Chippewa River 23 kilaoeters north of Fort
Erie and attacked to destroy Brown's command. Initial contact was made
with US Brigadier General Peter Porter's brigade of militia and Indians on
Brown's left wing, and Riall's troops quickly drove them back. Brigadier

General Winfield Scott, in command of a brigade of US regulars, deployed
his soldiers, who had been parading in honor of Independence Day, for

battle. As Scott's Brigade moved into position north of Street's Creek,

Porter's troops arrived from the north with the British not far behind in ".'

pursuit. Riall spotted the gray uniforms of Scott's men (normally the color
of the uniforms of the little-respected US Militia) and ordered his artillery
pieces forward to scatter the Americans. A well-organized defensive disrupted
the British artillery deployment, and the Americans moved forward. Flanking ""
fire fran Scott's concave line shattered a hastily organized British charge
and sent the attackers reeling in confusion. Scott's men did not pursue,

-*-: however, and the survivors of Riall's command returned to their entrenchments
- on the north bank of the Chippewa.

- * Significance: The American victory forced the British to fall back

before the American advance along the Niagara River. Caning at the end of

a long series of defeats, it greatly increased morale and confidence among

American troops.
Sources: A.7; A.11; A.17; D.12. ____
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THE WAR OF 1812

Lundy's Lane, 25 July 1814.'

After the US victory at the Battle of Chippewa (5 July 1814), US Major

General Jacob Brown moved his invading forces north down the Niagara River.

Meanmhile, British Lieutenant General Sir Gordon Drummond took command of

Major General Phineas Riall's force and, with reinforcements recently arrived

from Europe, advanced south down the Niagara to halt the invading Americans.
When news of a British raid on Lewiston on the east side of the Niagara

reached Brown, he ordered his troops, with Brigadier General Winfield Scott's
brigade in the lead, to drive north along the west bank of the River. At
Lundy's Lane, a road running west from the river, Scott's commnd encountered

a British force led by Riall in the late afternoon of 25 July.

"A battle ensued when Scott sent the bulk of his force in a frontal

assault against the British positions on a hill north of Lundy's Lane. One

.< regiment was sent around the left (east) flank of the British line to envelop

the British positions. As the battle developed and darkness fell, reinforcements
"arrived on both sides, and confusion reigned. In the center of the line a

* *.• British artillery position was taken by an American charge and held against '..

British counterattacks. Scott's flanking regiment was forced to withdraw,

and, both sides lacking reserves, neither side could gain the upper hand.

Scott, Brown, Drummond, and Riall were wounded, and Riall was taken

prisoner. Finally, Brown ordered a withdrawal, and the armies disengaged.

The Americans retreated to Fort Erie, which the British unsuccessfully attempted

to besiege in August and September.

Significance: Although Lundy's Lane was tactically a draw, it was a

strategic victory for the British, who had stopped Brown's invasion of Canada.
Sources: A.7; A.11; A.17; D.12.
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THiE WAR OF 1812

New Orleans, 8 Januar 1815 '
In November 1814, US Major General Andrew Jackson was sent to New Orleans

after ru~mors of a British concentration in the Gulf of Mexico raised the

possibility of a British invasion on the lower Mississippi River. The

possibility became reality when British Major General John Keane landed in
* mid-December with a force of Peninsular War veterans on the western shore

of Lake Borgne, southeast of New Orleans. While Keane awaited the arrival

of reinforcements and his commander, Major General Sir Edward Pakeham,
Jackson prepared defenses between New Orleans and the British landing force.

Jackson's command, a collection of units, including Militia, regulars, and

volunteers, built field fortifications on the north bank of a canal that ran

northeast of the Mississippi. Jackson's positions were covered on the right

flank by the Mississippi and on the left flank by a cypress swamp. These

eliminated any possibility of an outflanking maneuver by the British. After

-' a US raid on the British camp on the night of 23/24 December and skirmishing

* ~between the opposing forces, the British planned an attack for 8 January 1815.

* A number of boats were hauled across land from Lake Borgne to ferry troops

across the river, where they were to take an Azmrican artillery position and

drive up the viest bank.
Early on 8 January the British attacked Jackson's defenses frontally.

Superb marksmanship and the strength of the defenses stopped two assaults by

the British. In less than an hour the British sustained over 2,000 casualties..
Only on the west bank of the Mississippi were the attackers successful but

withdrew after defeat of the main body. Down the river a small naval attack -

was repelled by US artillery in Fort St. Philip.

Significance: Jackson's5 preparations and superlative defense at New

Orleans stopped the British attack on the lower Mississippi River. But the US

victory actually came after a peace treaty between the United States and Great

Britain had been signed and therefore had no direct effect on the outcome of

the War of 1812.

Sores: A. 7; A. 11; A. 17; D. 12.
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THE LATIN AbMCAN WARS OF INDE ":.4'-

Boyaca, 7 August 1819

A Spanish force comimnded by Colonel Barreiro defended the approaches
to Bogota against Bolivar's Patriot army. Bolivar attacked the Spanish

near the Boyaca River, routing them completely after a brief combat.

Significance: Boyaca was the decisive battle of the revolution
in northern South America. New Granada's independence was assured.

Bolivar entered Bogota in triumiph on 10 August, and the Congress of
ngostura on 17 December established Great Colombia, consisting of

New Granada, Venezuela, and Quito. Bolivar was established as president
and military dictator of the infant nation.

:4.. ~~Source: D. 14.,2. ... '
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'IM LATIN AZ4ERCAN WARS OF I

Carabobo, 25 Jun. 1821 .

Bolivar and his Patriot army attacked a Spanish force wnder General
LaTorre that was blocking the route through the valley of the Carabobo

River in Venezuela. Bolivar drove in the Spanish outposts and then sent
a mixed force of cavalry and infantry to envelop the Spanish right flank.
La. Torre, in response, divided his army, sending a detacinent to meet
the threat to his right. The Patriots defeated La Torre' s detachment
and attacked all along the front, winning an easy victory. The
Spaniards were routed and were pursued for 20 miles. Bolivar sub-
sequently entered Caracas in triumph.

Significance: Carabobo, guaranteed the in~e~ne of Venezuela.
Oni 30 August Bolivar was nemid president of the republic.

Sources: Dl.14.3.
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* ThEM LATIN A&4EICAN WARS OF INDEPE4DENCE

Bombona, 7 April 1822 06
A Royalist army under the cmmuiad of Colonel Vasilio'Garcia

barred Bolivar's advance through the mun~itains of Quaito Province
(Ecuador) near Pasto. The Royalist position w~as extended but strong.
Its right flank rested on the slopes of the Galeras volcano, its left9
on the Gualtara River; the front extended along the slope? of a ravine.
In addition, the Royalists had improved their position with obstacles
of slashings and had built stone redoubts.

Bolivar's main force made costly frontal attacks against .
the Royalist position while a detachme~nt of Patriots worked around the
Royalist right flank. The flanking move was successful, and, after

* hard fighting, the Royalists withdrew. The Patriots had been so
reduced in mnubers by battle casualties, detachments, and sickness that
Bolivar halted his advance and withdrew.

Significance: Bolivar wi~n a victory but was unable to continue
hscampaign and join hIds lieutenant,, Antonio de Sucre, for the

campaign to take Quito.
Sources: D. 14.3.
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* ThIM IATIN ANWEICAN WAR~S OF INDEPENDENCE

Pichinch&, 24 Ma~y 1822

aryAymeiich, the Spanish governor of Quito Province., attacked a Patriot
aWudrSicre that was positioned on the slopes of the Pichincha .

volcano, just west of the city of Quito. In a stubborn fight, the ~.

Spanish were at first successful, but Sucre counterattacked and drove
the. Spanish down the slopes and into Quito, where Ayinerich surrendered
the next day.

Significance, S~ucre' s victory achieved the liberation of Qu'ito,
which subsequently wr With Great Colombia.

Source: D. 14. 3.
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UME LKTIN AM1ERICAN WARS OF INDEPENDENCE

S ~Junin, 6 Xuaust 18240
Bolivar and Sucre,* with about 9,000 men, campaigned against a

Spaniish army of about equal size in the region northeast of Lima,

Peru. The cavalry of the opposing armies,, operating ahead of the
infantry, met in comnbat near Junin. In a swirling melee in which not

*a shot was fired on either side, the Spanish cavalry was routed and
*pursued back to the position of its infantry. The Spanish then

* . withd~rew.
Significance: The victory of the revolutionaries was a serious

* ~setback for the Spanish. While Sucre pursued the. defeated army into **

the highlands east of Lima, Bolivar entered Lima and established a
government.

Source: D.14.3.
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THE LATIN AMRICAN WARS OF INDEPENDENCE

Ayacuch, 9 Decuber 1824
"Sucre, campaigning in Peru, encamped on the Plain of Ayacucho,,

inviting attack by the Royalists. The Spanish, conmanded by

La Serna, attacked on 9 December, attempting to turn Sucre's refused ,".
left flank while engaging his. center by a frontal attack. Sucre, using .
his central position brilliantly, contained the Royalist attacks, and

counterattacked with his right wing, turning the Spanish left. When
Sucre threw in his reserve division the Royalist army collapsed. Next

day, General Canterac, who had succeeded La Serna in command when the
latter was captured, surrendered the remnants of the demoralized Royal

Significance: The Spanish defeat and capitulation ended forever . .

Spain's grip on South America. Peru's n dependem: was established,
and Sucre followed up by moving eastward into the Presidency of Charcas.
(modern Bolivia), bordering on Brazil. On 6 August 1825 Sucre established '. "--

the Republic of Bolivia.
Source: -P.14..
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WAR OF TEX INDEPENDEN. CE''

San Jacinto, 21 April 1836

Following the defeat of the Texan garrison at the Alamo mission near
San Antonio, Texas in March 1836, Mexican General and President Antonio .,,

Lopez de Santa Aima marched his troops eastward to attack the assembly
area of the insurgent Texan forces. On 21 April, along the San Jacinto .

River, a numerically inferior force of troops under Texan General
Sam Houston surprised Santa Anna's men while they were taking a siesta -

and overcame the Mexicans. Santa Anna was captured, and he thereupon

recognized the Texan Republic (an act which the Mexican goverrn nt later .

repudiated). With US recognition of Texas in July 1836, Mexican resentment
increased, and when Texas was eventually annexed to the United States war
broke out between the United States and Mexico.

Significance: The easy Texan victory at San Jacinto was the

decisive engagement of the War of Texan Independence; it assured the

* independerr-e of Texas from Mexico.
Sources: A.2.4; A.7 -7.-"-."
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THE US-MEXICAN WAR

Palo Alto, 8 M&Y 1846
In March 1846, Major General Zachary Taylor's US Army advanced to

the Rio Grande River. This river was claimed by the United States as
the southern boundary of US territory. After a Mexican cavalry raid
north of the Rio Grandle in late April 1846, Taylor anznouned that
hostilities had cotmmenced,, and on 1 May he marched most of his force
of Regular Army troops to the mouth of the Rio Grandie to protect his
supply base at Point Isabel. The small garrison left behind at Taylor's
base at Camp Texas was besieged two days later by a Mexican force under
General Mariano Arista. Learning of this, Taylor moved his troops back
to meet the Mexicans. Meanwhiles, Arista unsuccessful at Fort Texas,, placed .

his command hear the pond of Palo Alto to block the approach of Taylor's
force.

Oni 8 May the US force approached Arista' s lines from the north.

The US troops were outnunbered, but they had more artillery piece's than
Arista' s force and planned t') exploit this advantage. Arista permitted
Taylor's men to deploy and then sent a cavalry unit to strike the US
right rear. This attempted envelopment was repulsed by an' infantry
regiment,, supported by effective artillery fire. Taylor then ordered,
the right wing of his line forward, and Arista withdrew his left wing
in response. Another Mexican charge, this time primaily by infantry,
struck Taylor's left, and once again the superior US artillery repelled ~

the Mexicans. They subsequently withdrew from the battlefield in poor
order, and Taylor's troops did not pursue.

Significance: The US victory at Palo Alto raised the morale of the
US Army Regulars under Taylor's leadership. Taylor's success permitted
him to continue his march toward Fort Texas.

Sources: A.6; A.7; A.11; A.17; D.8.
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THE US-MHEICAN WAR -.. •.

Resaca de la Palm,. 9 May 1846
Following the victory of Major General Zachary Taylor's US Army ,

Regulars over Mexican forces at the Battle of Palo Alto on 8 May 1846,

the demoralized Mexican forces withdrew southward. Early on 9 May,
at a dry riverbed in the thick scrub of the chaparral wrth of the.'

Rio Grande River, Mexican General Mariano Arista halted -his troops

to attempt to stop Taylor's pursuit. Arista chose a naturally strong '.', "4. ", ,C

defensive position, and the heavy growth of the chaparral was an

obstacle to Taylor's attack. The US artillery opened the battle by

firing on the Mexican line and was soon reinforced by infantry moving

up in disorder through the chaparral. Two US attacks against the left

of the Mexican line were required to seize a Mexican artillery position, .

first a cavalry charge that took the gtms but could not hold them and

then an infantry attack that secured the position. Both assaults

encountered heavy musket and cannon fire. When the Mexican gtms were :,.

finally taken, the entire line, including the untouched right wing,

collapsed. US soldiers pursued the fleeing Mexicans past Fort Texas to
the Rio Grande, inficting heavy casualties. ',;-':'-

Significance: Taylor's second victory in as mtny days completed

the defeat and rout of Arista's army. The Mexicans were driven south
of the Rio Grande River with heavy losses of men and equ.pment; they

had lost any chance of victory in Texas.

Sources: A.6; A.7; A.11; A.17; D.8.
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T'HE U-UCNWAR

Buena Vista, 22-23 February 1847

In early January 1847, Major General Zachary Taylor war oidered to transfer rN'.

almost two-thirds of his command to reinforce General Winfield Scott's -

amphibious invasion of Mexico via Vera Cruz. Taylor was left with fewer than

. 5,000 men, only a few of which were US Army Regulars. Concentrating his force

aroumd Saltillo, Mexico, Taylor went on the defensive,. while Scott carried the *

war to the Mexican capital. Meanwhile, Mexican General Antonio-Lopez de Santa

Anna assembled a force of 20,000 men at San Luis Potosi and advanced in late

January 1847 to destroy Taylor's force. Having lost many men on the march

north, Santa Anna approached Saltillo an 19 February. Two days later, Taylor
withdrew his outnumbered command to a naturally defensible position 11.5 kilo- ...

meters southof Saltillo near Buena Vista and prepared to meet Santa Anna's

attack.

On 22 February, Santa Anna demanded that Taylor surrender. When Taylor
refused, Santa Anna sent a brigade of infantry in a flanking maneuver around

the left of the US position, but it was stopped by a force of riflemen. From,

late afternoon into the night only minor fighting took place. On the morning

of 23 February the battle began in earnest, when the Mexicans continued their

outflanking maneuver against the extreme left of the US line. A demonstration

against US artillery directly astride the road to Buena Vista was repulsed,

but a strong infantry and cavalry attack against positions between the road
and the extreme left penetrated a position manned by US volumteers. Thereafter,

in a complicated battle, the Mexicans continued to assail the US left, while

US artillery and infantry rushed fron less threatened sectors to hold the line. '-- .*

Two brigades of Mexican cavalry were beaten back in attacks against the US .-*

left rear, but on the main battlefield the possibility of a breakthrough

continued. However, a steady defense, bolstered by the presence of Taylor and

other Regular Army officers, and the excellent support of US artillery, held

the line. Santa Anna finally called off his attacks and retired. The
following orning the Mexican troos were withdrawing southward, leaving the

battlefield in US hands.
"Significance: The US victory at Buena Vista prevented Santa Anna from

crushing the only US force in northeastern Mexico, and prevented him from

threatening southern Texas and possibly forcing the cancellation of General
44

Scott's expedition. It was also the last battle of the war in the lower Rio

Grande River area and Taylor's final victory over the Mexicans.
Sources: A.7; A.I1; A.17; D.8.
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111 US-MEXIAN WAR"

Cerro Gordo, 17-18 April 1847

After the capture of the Mexican fortress city of Vera Cruz on .. ,

27 March 1847, US General Winfield Scott proceeded west-ard to attempt ' '. -, ,-.,,

to capture the Mexican capital, Mexico City. On 17 April, near Cerro

Gordo, he assembled his army to attack a fortified defile blocking
his path, which was defended by a force of Mexicans assembled by
General Antonio Lopez de Santa Arma. After failing to destroy Major

mazched the survivors of his army south to Mexico City and, after
reorganization, had marched east to meet Scott's invasion, stopping

to erect defenses at Cerro Gordo.
Santa Arm's defenses were located on three main heights, with

his right wing at the summit of a nearly perpendicular cliff on the

south side of the road to Mexico City. The left wing was situated north
of the road on two fortified hills, La Atalaya and El Telegrafo. A

recontaissance by Scott's engineers discovered a route that outflanked

"the Mexican left. A US attack on 17 April cleared La Mtalaya, the eastern-
most of the two positions north of the road and allowed the US troops

"to prepare a covering position for the main attack on the follvwing
day. On the morning of 18 April a charge from La Atalaya, coordinated

with an envelopmnt of the rear of the Mexican position, routed the

defenders. A second flanking maneuver against Santa Aim's camp facilitated
the Mexican collapse. Meanwhile, an improperly executed demnstration in

front of the Mexican right mas repulsed by cannon fire from the heights.

However, this position was surrendered without a fight when the US
successes to the rear and on the left of the Mexican position cut off

"the defenders.

Significance: Scott's victory at Cerro Gordo was overwhelming
and led to the capture of many Mxican soldiers and their weapons and

equipment. Santa Anmn's army was routed but not biundiatel.- pursued.
Scott advanced practically umopposed against the defenses of Mexico 2ity,

"Sources: A.7; A.11; A.17; D.8.
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.. THE US'JEXICAN WAR .. -

* Contreras, 20 August 1847
-On 19 August 1847 General Gabriel Valencia, a subordinate of

General Antonio Lopez do Santa Anna, disobeyed orders from his

superior and deployed his command of approximately 4,000 soldiers in

positions west of the main road leading into Mexico City from the

south. Valencia'Is troops were isolated from, the main body of the
Mexican Army; nevertheless his men prepared defenses from which Valencia
hoped to strike the flank of the US force attacking the Mexican capital.

But as Valencia prepared his positions, US engineers began to improve

a road across the rugged terrain of the ped, to his front to allow

part of General Winfield Scott's army to outflank the main defenses to

the east of the pedegrl. When Valencia's artillery brought the
American work to a halt, two US infantry brigades began to envelop

the left of Valencia's defenses, since any direct assault was impractical.

Night fell. Under the cover of darkness and in a heavy rainstorm US

units moved almost completely around Valenia's position in preparation
for an attack at daybreak. A demnstration by US artillery to the front

distracted Valencia's soldiers on the morning of 20 August, allowing

US infantry to launch a surprise attack against the Mexican rear. The

defenders were routed and fled to the northeast, where US troops covering

the main US attacking force' s rear took many prisoners.

Significance: This victory exposed the main Mexican positions

covering the south road into Mexico City to attacks by US troops from
the front and the rear. The victors of the engagement at Con-mekas
pursued the retreating Mexicans and aided in the victory at Churubusco

later in the day.

Sources: A.1; A.17; D.8.

*A presumably impassable rocky area of volcanic lava origin.
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THE US-MICAN WAR
i,.

Churubusco. 20 August 1847
On the morning of 20 August 1847, after part of General Winfield

Scott's army had defeated Mexican forces at Contreras near Padierna,

he ordered an immediate attack on Mexican positions blocking the ..

southern approaches to Mexico City. The US units fron Padierna were

advancing toward the right rear of the Mexican position blocking

Scott's approach from the south. This position at San Antonio was -,

evacuated, and the retreating column was struck by a flank attack

that scattered the Mexicans. Since the initial pursuit from Padierna,_

the battle lines had converged on the fortified town of Churubusco

on the south bank of the Rio Churubusco. One US column struck across

the river to the west of the towi and was soon heavily engaged with
Mexican troops blocking the road into Mexico City at Portales. At

Ourubusco the battle centered around a fortified bridgehead on the

south bank of the river and a strongpoint at the San Pablo Convent,

a half kilometer southwest of the bridge. A US infantry charge eventually

broke the lines around the bridgehead and the positions at the San

Pablo Convent, and Portales fell soon afterward. US troops pursued

the retreating Mexicans as far as the limits of Mexico City, but Scott

I.- delayed the immediate storming of the city.

Significance: At Cnrubusco casualties were high on both sides,

but the outcome was an overwhelming American victory. With his
defenses outside Mexico City for the most part eliminated, Santa Anna
requested a truce -- ostensibly to discuss peace negotiations but in

reality to enable him to reorganize his forces.

Sources: A.7; A.II; A.17; D.8.
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7M~ US41EXICAN4 WAR

?'olino del Ray, 8 September 1847
Oni 7 September 1847,, General Winfield Scott terminated the adlitary

armistice of 24 August with the Mexicans. Repeated violations of the

armistice's terms by the Mexican Aryi had convinced Scott that the

Mexicans were preparing for further conflict. Southwest of Mexico

City, a group of buildings known as Molino del Rey was reputed to be

a foundry used by the Mexicans for manufacturing cannon. On 8 September
Scott ordered General William J. Worth's division to attack Molino del
R/ey, reinforced by a small cavalry contingent and five cannon. The
Mexican position was well fortified, with gun and infantry positions
in the buildings and in a bastioned fort, the Casa Mata, to the right

(West). Comind- these positions were cannon located to the east

on the fortified hill of Chapultepec. A division of Mexican cavalry

"was positioned on the right of the main Mexican positions for possible

use against the flank of any American attack.

Before dawn on 8 September,, Worth's infantry advanced to attack *"-

positions and, after an artillery preparation, attacked the Mexican

defenses. Intense msket and cannon fire struck the attackers and

inflicted heavy casualties. After a bloody and confused struggle, the

Mexican lines were breached, and the defenders driven off, leaving the

fortifications in the possession of the US troops. No major trouble

"had been experienced from the Mexican cavalry on the left. US cavalry

and artillery had held them at bay on the far side of a ravine separating
the opposing lines.

Significance: Although Molino del Rey was a clearcut US victory,

it had been achieved only after a costly frontal assault against a

fortified position. The foundry at Molino del Rey was found to be-.,.
inoperative.

"Sources: A.7; A.11; A.17; D.8..
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*' ITfI US-NEXICAN WAR''

av•pultepec, 13 September 1847 a

General Winfield Scott's original plan to make his final attack

on Mexico City from the south was scrapped in favor of a plan in which

the main attack would be made from the west. There, at Qiapultepec,

the Mexican defenses were thought to be less formidable than those
around the southern approaches, where the defenders expected the

main attack. However, the hill of Chapultepec and the Mexican Military
College atop it presented a serious obstacle to the projected US -.

attack. Steep-sided, and with commanding fields of fir,-, Chapultepec

would be easy to defend. However, the US troops would have to seize
the hill, since it coimmanded both roads into Mexico City that the US
force planned to use. After a day-long artillery bbadnt on

12 September, the attack commnced on the following day. Elements of

one division, directly south of the city, made a demonstration to draw
attention away from the attack at Chapultepec. Two attack columns, one

from the west, and one from the south, converged on the hill, Led by

assault parties with equipment to scale the steeper slopes. After a
bitter struggle, the western colum broke through. When the southern

defenses collapsed also, the hill fell to the attackers. Soon after

the fall of Chapultepec, two groups of US troops set out over the western *..

causeways that carried the roads above the surrounding marshlands into

Mexico City. Stiff resistance held thea up at the city gates. But
before dawn on 14 September General Santa Anna withdrew northward from

the city and-the remaining defenders surrendered.
Significance: The Battle of Chapultepec was General Scott's final

victory in Mexico. It effectively ended organized Mexican resistance
and led to final peace negotiations between Mexico and the United States.

Sources: A.7; A.11; A.17; D.8. . -
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* TIM CRIMEAN WAR

The Alma,_ 20 September 1854
In September 1854, following the declaration by France and Great Britain

of war on Russia (NMrch), a Franco-British invasion force was landed on the
west coast of the Crimar. peninsula, about 50 kilometers north of the Russian

naval base of Sebastopol, its objective. The Allied army, comanded by

French Marshal Armand J. L. de Saint-Arnaud and British Major General Fitzroy

James Henry Somerset, Lord Raglan, advanced southward along the coast toward

Sebastopol. A Russian army, commaned by Prince Alexander Menshikov, opposed

the Allied advance from prepared defenses along the line of the Alm River.
A battle resulted on 20 September when the Allies stormed the Russian

position, which was veTy strongly situated on a plateau and the Kurganie Hill

and dominated the river valley. Following a preliminary artillery b I+kardyt. .

the Allied infantry advanced, the French on the right and the British on the

left. The French were delayed, however, due partly to inept leadership, and

the brumt of the battle fell on the British, who took the Kurganie Hill and
the Russian redoubts there. The Russian defense was uninspired, and the

Russian infantry, formed in deep, dense colmns, was no match for the fire-

power of the British linear formtions. The Russians withdrew after attmpting

a counterattack. IIe Allies did not pursue.

Significance: The Allied victory opened the road to Sebastopol, which

the Allies placed under siege within a month. A Russian victory would have

forced the Allies to quit the Crima; in this sense, then, the Almo was the

decisive battle of the war. .'.

Sources: A. 1; D.IO. ..-...
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ME CRM(AN WAR

Inkeriun. S Novmber 1854
On S Novienber 1854, Russian forces frcm the besieged city of '•- •

Sbastopol atteuted a large-scale sortie to drive a wedge between

the besieging lines of the British and the French and their supply
bases. The brumt of the action fell on the British in an all-day -
"soldiers' battle" in heavy fog, during which all coordination and control
was lost by the cammnders on both sides. The arrival of a French
reinforcement tipped the balance, and the Russians withIrew, having .

suffered substantially higher casualties than the Allies. This was
the second Russian atteut to lift the siege of Sevastopol, which

continued into the following year.

Significance: The Allied victory enabled them to continue the
siege of Sebastopol. The Russians, aftera sanguinary, heroic resistance,

finally abandoned the fortress in September 1855. The Peace of Paris
(30 March 1856) ended the war.

Sources: A.1; A.2.4; A.?.
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WAR OF AUSTIA WM~ FRANCE AND PIE13Mr, 1859

Magenta, 4 June 18590
In Mairch 18591, King Victor Thmnuel of Piedmnmt was assured by

a secret treaty of French support in a war to expel Austria from northern .*..

Italy. Both sides mobilized their forces, and when the Piedwmotese *.-.

refused an Austrian demand to demobilize, France entered the conflict.

At the Battle of Palestro on 30 May 1859 the Pieduvntese won a victory

over the Austrians, and five days later a French army corps, reinforced

by Piedmntese troops, blundered into the Austrian Army' near Magenta

in Lombardy. In a series of meeting engaguamnts the inept comnnders

of both sides comitted portions of their respective comAls. The

elan of the French troops, however, brought the allies victory, and

after an Austrian withdrawal they entered Milan in triumph.

Significance: This victory at Magenta allowed the French and

Piednvntese to contimaj their invasion of Austrian-occupied northern
Italy.

Sources: A.1; A.2.4; A.7.
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WAR OF AUSTRIA WITH FRANCE AND PIED41, 18S')

Solferino, 24 June 1859

Austrian Emperor Franz Josef I assumed personal coumand of the -.
Austrian Amy in lawbardy following the Austrian defeat at Magenta on

4 June 1859. Located on high ground near Solferino along the Mincio

River, the Austrians awaited an attack by French and Pied~otese forces,

now under the overall coammnd of Emperor Napoleon III of France. On 24 ,

June, the two armies met in a series of uncoordinated engagements in

which the respective high comimnds lost control of their forces. The

French soldiers, ably led by individual corps comnanders, eventually

decided the issue after an all-day battle in which both sides incurred

heavy casualties. A stubborn Austrian rearguard action saved the Austrians

frmn being caipletely routed.
Significance: This victory led to negotiations in which Austria

ceded most of Lombardy to Piedmont. The terrible suffering of the wounded

soldiers at Solferino inspired the Swiss Henri Dunant to found the Inter-
national Red Cross. ...

Sources: A.1; A.2.4; A. 7.
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XISM-PRUSSIAN tSEVE WEEKS') WAR

Sadowa (Koenigwraetz), 3 Julv 1866
In June 1866, Prussian General Count Helmuth von Moltke, utilizing the .

extensive Prussian railway net, sent three armies south through Saxoný- and

Silesia and across the Bohemian mountains on a wide front. Bohemia was

defended by an Austrian army under General Ludwig von Benedek. Following
a series of fronticr defeats, the Austrian army withdrew to Sadowa, where Benedek

concentrated his forces to stop the Prussian advance. M.oltke's intelligence

ieports revealed the Austrian concentration, and the Prussian leader formulated

a plan to trap and destroy the Austrian army in a three-pronged convergent

attack employing the Prussian First and Second armies and the Army of the Elbe.,-

Elementr of the Elbe and First armies attacked at dawn on 3 July in

heavy rain but, heavily outnumbered, they were checked by Austrian counter-

attack. Densely packed along the attack front, the Prussians might have

been driven from the field had the Austrian cavalry charged, but Benedek

held his i~mted troops back. In the afternoon, the Prussian Second army

arrivedafter being delayed by a cominications breakdown, and it attacked
the Austrian right flank, taking the key position of the Austrian defense.

Following an unsuccessful counterattack, the Austrians withrew in order.

Simnificance: This decisive Prussian victory decided the outcome of the
Seven Weeks' War and allowed Prussian Chancellor Otto von Bismarck to impose

his peace terms on Austria. From a military standpoint, the superiority

of the Prussian breech-,loading needle gun was instrumntal in giving the

Prussian infantry a decisive fire superiority over the Austrians.

"Sources: A.1; A.2.41 A.7.
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AIJFW- ITALIAN WAR, 1866

p Qastozza 11, 24 June 1866
On 20 June 1866 the Icingdcni of Italy, -&king advantage of the war

between Prussia and Austria to advance its own territorial claim to Austrian-
held Venetia,, declared war on Austria. Italian King Victor Famanuel II ..

immediately sent an anrm of invasion into Venetia frwi Lomnbardy. The
Italians, commnanded by General La Marmora, crossed the Mincio River and
entered the hilly country west of Verona, which obliged then to disperse
somewhat in their march. The Austrians, comwmane by Archduke Albert, awaited
the approach of the Italians on the Plain of Custozza. On 24 June the Italians
emerged from the hills and attacked the Austrians repeatedly throughout the
day. However, because of the extension of their coltms on the approach
march, the attacks were made piecemeal. The Austrians, aimp1oying their
cavalry as the ann of counterattack, easily triumphed. The Itali-ons, then
withdrew across the Mincio.

Significance: The Austrianis did niot follow the defeated Italians but
instead witi- -ew frum Venetia to assist in the defense of Vienna against the
Prussians. In October 1866, Austria,, having been defeated by Prussia, ceded
Venetia to Italy. This cession completed the unification of Italy. --

Sources: A.l1; A. 2.4; A. 7.
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HTHE AIERICAN CIVIL WAR

First Bull Run, 21 July 1861

With the three-month enlistmnts of Many Union soldiers about to expire,

in mid-July 1861 Brevet Major General Irvin McDowell moved his 38,000 Union

troops from Washington toward the town of Mmnassas, Virginia, where a
Confederate arm of 20,000 wnder Major General Pie+re G.T. Beauregard, was

posted. Unbeknownst to McDowell, another Confederate force of approximately

12,000 men, commanded by General Joseph E. Johnston, was already enroute from"

the Shenandoah Valley in sections by train as McDowell prepared to attack the

Confederate forces, positioned where the Warrenton Turnpike crossed Bull Run.

McDowell planned to envelop the Confederate line on the left,

while holding the center. His plan was too complicSted, his troops

"too inexperienced. After making little headwy at first, in the late

"morning the Union forces pushed the Confederates back to a low ridge

called Henry House Hill. There Beauregard set up a new defense line,

"with a brigade commouded by General Thos J. Jackson in tbe center.

As the troops on the left started to run awa, the sight of Jackson's

men, standing "like a stone wall" on the hill caused then to halt. Still

the Northerners might well have pushed the Confederates back, had not

"the last contingent from the Shenandoah arrived by train. Rushed up

to bolster the Confederate left, their fresh attack was more than the

weary Union soldiers could stand, and they broke, most of them fleeing

from the field in panic. The Confederate soldiers were too tired to

pursue, had they been ordered to do so. They had lost 1,983 men, the

Union forces 2,896.

Significance: This first battle of the Civil War ended the Union's

hope for a quick and easy victory, and raised Confederate hopes for victory.

Both sides realized the necessity for better trained troops.

Sources: E.1; E.S; E.6.1.
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IIE AICANI CIVIL WAR

Wilson's Crook. 10 Al&ust 1861
In ea',ly July 1861, Brigadier General Sterling Price's pro-Southern

Missouri %Liltia, which had boon driven south by Union Brigadier Genexal . ..
Nathmniel F. Lyon, joined forces with troops from Arkansas under Brigadier

General Ben Ndulloch, who assumd c md of the joint force. With
additional man from Louisiana and Texas -- 11,600 in all -- McCulloch •'!l:

commnced to march to Springfield to drive Lyon out and secure Missouri

for the Southern cause. Lyon avoided a surprise attack on 3 August, by

withdrawing to Springfield. On 9 August, with the Confederate forces

encaed at Wilson's Creek, he moved his 5,400 m out to make a surprise
attack. Lyon sent a detachment under General *Franz Sigel to hit the en•my

rear from the south while with the main body he attacked frontally fro- -

the north.

At 0530 on 10 August, Lyon's main attack took the Confederates by
surprise. His right wing drove the defenders back over a low ridge south

of the Springfield road. Sigel pushed aside token resistance and established

a line across Price's and McCulloch's escape route to the south. After a

brief lull in the action, Price's troops charged Lyon's positions. The Union
troops were pushed back, and Lyon was killed. Sigel meadtile had been
dislodged from his position by a superior force, and, losing all but one

cannon, his troops retreated toward Springfield, many of them taken priser ":

on the way. A final Confederate counterattack on the main line was beaten

back, but with ranks depleted the Union line withdrew. Price and McCulloch
did not pursue, and the retreating forces were reunited at Springfield. The
next day, however, they evacuated the city.

Significance: The Confederate forces had won a tactical victory, but 4

Lyon's aggressive actic- had saved Missouri for the Union.

Sources: E.1; .c.. 1.
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Belwnt, 7 November 1861

To relieve growing Confederate pressure in Missouri, Mjor General U.S.
Grant, based at Cairo, Illinois, aude a hit-and-run attack against the

Confederate garrison of S,000 at Belmont, Missouri, an outpost across the
rivet froa Colu.us, Kentucky. This was the western end of the Confederate
line designed to block river ovemnts south dram the Mississippi and up the

. Tennessee and Cuberland rivers. Disebarking from gunboats about five miles
above Belmont, Grant led about 3,000 men against the fort, while gunboats

shelled the fortified Confederate positions at Columbus, in order to

neutralize the guns and prevent the sending of reinfo•r•ents to Belnmt.

Grant's troops routed the defending force and were looting the camp, when
a Confederate counterattack struck the UWion flank and rear. Quickly .

regrouping, the UnLion troops escaped envelopmeit and reearked, to be

ferried back up the Mississippi to safety.
Significance: The raid illustrated to the Confederates the

vulnerability of the Belmont position but of itself had no tactical

or strateg-c significance.
Sources: E.1; E.6.1.
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S Mill Srinus (buns Cross Ro~ads), 19 Jammzy 1862
.4 l7b head off t4-a advance. of 4 000 Union troops uzidr Brigadier

GwrlGeorge H. T1xins toward the Omberiwil Gap in eastern U~ntwky.

Confederate pnmals GopCitne n ei olcfewt

i about the sm uaer of am,, attacked on 19 Jausry 1862. Genral

l1ms calmly organized his units and cowiterttacked,, driving the

Southerners from the field.
Si icne Thie atteqt to deny the use of the QAberland Gap

to this portion of the Army of the (liia failed.

Sources: E.1; E.6.1.
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Fort Donelson, 1S Feru 1862
Following the surrender of Fort Hemry, Major General U.S. Grant

"moved his troops on Fort Donelson, twelve miles awy, on the "..

Qmberland River. Union gunboats boarded the fort on 14 February

with little effect. The next day the Confederate garrison, under

the comuand of General John B. Floyd, attempted to fight its way out.II
::" ~In an attack on the Union right flank the), almost broke through the : .

encircling forces, but Floyd and his two assistant commanders, generals

Gideon Pillow and Simon Buckner, disagreed on what to do. While they

delayed Grant prepared a counterattack, which swept the Confederate

troops back into the fort. Generals Floyd and Pillow escaped up the

"river. General Buckner, having been refused terms by Grant, surrendered'

the fort and its occupants uconditionally on 16 February.

Significance: General Albert Sidney Johnston, confederate commnder

in the west, was forced to abandon Kentucky as a result of the loss of the

vwo forts that controlled the river aproaches to western Kentucky...-, ..,

Sources: E.1; E.6.1.
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Pea Ridge (Elkhorn Tavern), 7-8 March 1862

On 3 March 1862, Major General Earl Van Dorn took command of the combinised

Confederate forces in northwest Arkansas and imumediately assumed the offensive. 7
Union forces in the area (commanded by Brigadier General Saum 1 R. Curtis, who

*learned on 5 March that Van Dorn was preparing to attack) were concentrated on
6 March along Sugar Creek, south of a group of hills called Pea Ridge. The

I Union defensive positions faced south, where the attack was expected to come.
But Van Domn, rather than risking a frontal assault against the formidable

defenses, chose to swing around to the left of the line and attack the Union
rear from the northeast. Under cover of darkniess, his troops moved out on

2 the night of 6 March only to be slowed down by obstructions placed across the
road. Early in the morning, Curtis detected the flanking maneuver and shifted
his troops to meet it.

Straggling during the night dispersed the Confederates, and they attacked

the original Union rear on the moring of 7 March from both northwest and the

northeast, instead of concentrating in one attack from the northeast. The

* -. right (northwest) attack uinder Brigadier General Ben, McCulloch had some initial

success against hastily shifted Union cavalry. Then two Union infantry

* divisions arrived and broke up the attack; McCulloch and another Confederate

general were killed, several high ranking officers were captured and the

Confederate threat fran this direction ended. Meanwhile, Van Domn and Major

General Sterling Price attacked from the northeast down a wide, wooded ravine,

and drove a Union division back. But the terrain favored the defenders, and
a stiff defense checked the attack and prevented a breakthrough. Van Domn

halted his tired troops that evening and both sides consolidated positions.
Early in the morning, Curtis counterattacked wnder a heavy cannonade,

__down a sloping field toward a line of woods where the Confederate right was
* emplaced. Union artillery fire and shrinking ammunition supplies put Confederate

guns out of action. Union infantry pushed Confederate infantry out of its
positions all along the line. In midafternoon the Confederates withdrew

from the battlefield.
Signficance: Curtis won a tactical and strategic victory at Pea Ridge.

Organized Confederate resistance in Missouri ended and would not threaten the
state again until an offensive in the fall of 1864.

Sources: E.1; E.2. -
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Kernstown, 23 March 1862

In March 1862, Confederate Major General TJ. "Stonewall" Jackson, with

4,300 men, was south of Strasburg, in the lower Shenandoah Valley. Union
General N.P. Banks, charged with preventing a threat to the security of

Washington from the Valley, having decided that Jackson posed no such

threat, moved the bulk of his force east to Manassas, leaving about 9,000

men under Brigadier General James Shields around Winchester. When Jackson

heard of the moves, he ordered his troops to march north to attack

Shields. Covering some 60 kilometers in two days, the Valley Army advanced

on Shields at Kernstown, 6.4 kilometers south of Winchester. Believing

that this force was Shields's rear guard, Jackson launched an assault that

was met with stiff resistance. But even with his reserves, Jackson's troops

were outnumbered, and when the Union forces counterattacked the Confederates

were forced to withdraw.

Significance: So vigorous was the Confederate attack that Shields

reported to his superioi that Jackson commanded a larger force than he .......

actually had. President Lincoln therefore withheld 30,000 men who had

been earmarked for General McClellan's campaign against Richmnd. With

another 10,000 men they were ordered deployed around Fredericksburg, to -

protect Washington frmn any offensive launched by Jackson. Thus Jackson's

audacity enabled him to tie down 40,000 Federal troops.

Sources: A.7; E.3.1; E.4.1.
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Shiloh, 6-7 April 1862

In March of 1862 Major General U.S. Grant and the Army of the

Tennessee, an route to Corinth, Mississippi, to attack the strategic

railroad junction, halted on the west bank of the Temessee River

near Pittsburg Landing and Shiloh Church, to await the arrival of

Major General D.C. Buell and the Army of the Ohio. Confederate

General Albert Sidney Johnston, having reorganized his forces following

their defeat at Fort Donelson, uoved 40,000 troops into position near

the Union camp, undetected. Grant had about 35,000 man.

Johnston's troops attacked in the early morning of 6 April and

took the defenders by surprise. The sheer weight of the attack, coupled v

with the shock of surprise, pushed Grant's entire line back. Johnston

hoped to get to Pittsburg Landing and cut off Grant's escape, but Grant,

having ordered his men to stand fast in an area of the battlefield that

Sbecam kwn as the Hoprnet's Nest, rapidly prepared a new line along

a strem that flowed into the river at Pittsburg Landing, and missed

all his artillery on a hill overlooking the stream.

General Johnston was mortally wounded, but the Confederates pushed

ahead under the commid of General P.G.T. Beauregard, as the Union

troops withdrew to the new line. Blasted by the artillery and twv o. ,..

"gunboats in the Tenmessee River, the Confederate attempt to take

Pittsburg Landing was thrown back, and the attack ended as darkness fell.

Duiring the night3, in a heavy rain,, Buell's army arrived. The following

morning, 7 April, the combined Unio armies attacked, and this time

the stubborn Confederates, with no reinforcemnts to call on, were driven

back beyond Shiloh Church, and down the road to Corinth.

Significance: A disaster to the Union forces was averted, at

considerable cost. The way was open for the Union forces to take Corinth.

However, it was not until May that the city, by then vacated by Confederate -

forces, was occupied by Union troops. '

• ,Sources: E.1; E.S; E.6.1.
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Front Royal, 23 May 1962 *

After checking the advance of Major General John C. Fremont's Union '.',

Zorce at ?,Dowell, Virginia on 8 May 1862, General T.J. Jackson moved

north up t),e Shenidoah Valley to face the threat posed by General N.P. _'.,

Bank's force near Strasburg. He sent Brigadier General Richard Eell north .t-•

on the road east of Massanutten Iuntain and himself proceeded west of the

mountain with his main force. At New Market he turned east through Massa- *. .
nutten's only pass to join Nell. Near Front Royal on 23 May they encoun-

tered Colonel John Kenly's 1st Maryland Regiment, whose task it was to

guard the Manassas Gap Railroad at its Shenandoah River bridge. Hopelessly .

outnumbered, Kenly attenpted to resist but was forced to withdraw, pursued

by a cavalry unit of 250.

Significance: Jackson's success at Front Royal placed him on Banks's

"eastern flank and threatened the Union supply base at Winchester. Banks

abandoned his fortified positions at Strasburg and withdrew to Winchester,

exposing himself to further attack as he did so.

Sources: A.7; E.3.1; E.4.1.
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Crs'8Jne16

PresdentLinoln eared o Maor Gnerl T.. Jckso's ictoy a

PrdresdetLconlandf Major General JhC.Feotomacest.. Jaksoan'slicto, aet

Virginia, to Harrisonburg, thereby cutting Jackson's line of coummuications

from Winchester. The President also ordered generals James Shields and Irvin
* McDowell to march west from near Fredericksburg to the Valley. Jackson would

thus be heammed in and outnumbered by about four to one. Fremont disregairded 7
his Comma~nder in Chief'Is order and took a more northerly route to the Valley
Pike that more than doubled the distance of his march. Shields, moving in
advance of McDowell, recaptured Front Royal on 30 May. Hard marching by the
Valley Army, Fremont's timidity, and bad weather enabled Jackson to avoid '

being ensnared. At one point Fremont could have pounced on the "Stonewall
Brigade," but a demonstration deterred him. Heavy rain made the road east of

K ~~Massaniutten Mounitain a quagmire. Thus Jackson, availing himself of the -. ,

macadamized Valley Pike,, easily won the race against Shields up the Valley.
He had his cavalry set fire to the bridge across the South Fork of the

SheandahRiver, which prevented Shields and Freumot from, joining forces.
Jackson withdrew to Port Republic, 14 kilometers southeast of Harrisonburg
and 19 kilometers southwest of Conrad's Store. The Union forces followed
him. Jackson sent General Richard Ewell with 5,000 men to Cross Keys, 4.8
kilometers northwest of his own position, to hold Fremont while he prepared

4to meet Shields. On 8 June Fremont launched a frontal attack against Ewell's
right wing, which was sharply repulsed. Ewell's right in turn counter-
attacked and advanced almost two kilometers. For the remainder of the day
the Union general was content to carry on a long range artillery duel, leaving
his wounded to perish in a wheat field.

Significance: Ewell's check of Fremont enabled Jackson to concentrate
on Shields's advance from the northeast, and to recall the bulk of Ewell's

force to help. Ewell and his reinforcements were to prove decisive in the
Battle of Port Repbulic the next day. (See Port Republic)

Sources: A.7; E.3.1; E.4.1.
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On 8 June four reg s of Union. Genral James Shields'sdivision,
comunded. by Brigmer General E.B. Tyler, took up a strong defensive •:.,

position three kilometers norteat of Port Republic in the Shenadah -:-.

Valley. At 0700 the following day Major General T.J. Jackson launched

a determined attack on the Federal front. Infantry and artillery fire
repulsed the rbnfederate attack. Jackson sent two regiments of the '.,•

"Stonewall Brigade" to storm the six-gun battery on the Federal left[•.',.•''

that was pniishing Confederate attackers. The attack was repulsed with

heavy casualties. When the leading elements of Eell's comand arrived

from Cross Keys, Jackson sent them to envelop the Federal left and

silence the battery, while the Stonewall Brigade created a diversion

by la hg another frontal assault. The Federal troops halted that

attack and then counterattacked, driving the Stonewall Brigade back.
At fiis point Ewell himself arrived. on the scene and his brigade joined
the comuIt. Meanwhile the Confederate troops sent to envelop the Federal

flank, having passed through a thick forest, attacked the formidable Union
battery and captured it. Finally, the arrival of more Confederate rein-

forcements from Cross Keys, and the rallied Stonewall Brigade, drove the

Federals from the field.
Significance: After the defeats at Cross Keys and Port Republic,

Lincoln ordered both Shields and Fremont to withdraw up the Valley. With
fewer than 17,000 men Jackson had tied down between 60,000 and 70,000

Federal troops which could have made the difference in McClellan's drive
on Richnond. -•

Sources: A. 7; E.3.1; E.4.1. .__-
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* SevSa Pines (Fair Oas), 31 May-i June 1862
Within sight of Ricbmnmd, the capital of the Confederacy, Union ...

General George McClellan deployed three corps north of the C a1l
Riverto facilitate an expected junction with Generml Irvin McDowell's
corps from the north. Two corps were deployed south off the river: Georal

.D. Keyes's N Corps, less than 10 kiloeters east of Richmd at Seven
::Pinesq and Gaenerl Sau l Heintzelman's 'III Corps, 6.4 kilometers east: ofKeyes'Is. Confederate Generaol Joseph E. Johnston planed to take advantage

i ~ ~of the divi sion of McClellan's army (which was made worse since the ."'•:•

•h wminy was in flood) to crush the two corps south of the Chi.

Divisions canmnded by Generals Mating and James Longstreet wuld envelop .

Keyes's right, followed by a frontl attack by General D.H. Hill's division.

General Benjamin stager's division would cover Hill's right flank. The

attack was planned for 31 May, unfortunately, Longstreet took the wrong
road, hopelessly confusing and delaying the plan. After waiting vainly for

six hours for a signal from Huger, D.H. Hill finally made his assault. He

met fierce resistance but, reinforced by Longstreetwis able to penetrate

the Federal defenses. Keyes, however, formed a new line further east.

Meanwhile, Whiting, reinforced by A.P. Hill, made his attack on Keyes's

exposed right flank. By this time (late afternoon) Unon General Bdwin

&Smuer had brought his II Corps across the Chickahaminy and collided with

Smith's forces. This brought Whiting's advance to a halt. Keyes was also

reinforced by one division of Heintzelman's corps, which proved sufficient

to halt Longstreet and D.H. Hill. Johnston was seriously wounded and

General G.W. Smith assumed ccmmand. The Confederates attacked again -the

next day but were again repulsed.

Significance: Johnston was incapacitated, and General Robert E. Lee : :-*'

was appointed in his place. Although the Confederates captured many small

arms and inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy, they failed in their

objective and sustained heavy losses themselves.

Sources: A. 7; E.3.1; E.4.1.
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Mechanicsville, 26 June 1862

In June 1862 the Amy of the Potomac under Union General George B.

McClellan was in position on the northeastern outskirts of the Confederate ,

capital at Richmond. McClellan' s lack of boldness during the previous two

months of the Peninsular CaMpaign had prevented him from capturing Richmond
and turned the initiative over to McClellan's opponent, General Robert E.

Lee, since 1 June commander of the Army of Northern Virginia. In late ,*.-. -

June, with all of the Union army except the V Corps of General Fitz-John

Porter south of the QCickahominy River, Lee decided to destroy the isolated

corps, turn the Union right flank, and cut 3&Clellan's forces off from their

supply base at White House on the Pamuukey River. Leaving a covering force
east of Richmond, Lee planned to shift the bulk of his army north of the

Chickahominy near Mechanicsville. There, Lee's troops were to attack Porter's

corps from the front while the forces of General Thomas J. Jackson, enroute
from the Shenandoah Valley, swept around Porter's right flank and completed

the destruction of his corps.
Lee's attack on 26 June did not proceed as planned. Jackson was delayed

and never got in the battle. Lee's frontal attack against the V Corps was

repulsed at Beaver Dam Creek east of Mechanicsville. Now -are that his right
flank was dangerously exposed to attack by greatly superior forces, during

the night, Porter withdrew his troops to a strong defensive position along

Boatswain Swamp, through which ran a small northern tributary of the

Chickahominy. Here he formed a convex line facing east and north.

Significance: Jackson's inexplicable failure to advance on Porter's

right flank and rear probably cost the Confederates a major victory.

Sources: E.1; E.3.1; E.4.1.
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Gaines's Mill, 27 June 1862
On 27 June, Lee continued his offensive against Porter's corps. 0

Confederate troops pushed back a Union delaying forces at Gaines's

Mill, northwest of Boatswain Swamp, and in the afternoon thef arrived at
/• ~~the main defenses of the V Corps, located on the eastern side of the swamp. ;-•_::

Defending from field fortifications located on comanding terrain, Porter's ,

troops easily stopped two Confederate assaults with heavy losses to the

attackers, before Lee halted his attack to await the arrival of Jackson's
forces, once again delayed. After Jackson finally arrived on the field,

:. concentration against the center of the Union line. Once again che defenders

- inflicted heavy losses on Lee's troops, but a penetration was made in the
Union center, and Confederate troops poured into it to widen the breach. ".---

Union reinforcements arrived from south of the Chickahominy, however, and
helped Porter to check the Confederate advance and restore order to his " "

shaken troops. Again Lee's hopes of a major victory were thwartedi by the
"stubborn defense of the US V Corps.

Significance: The right wing of the Union army had been driven back
but had neither been turned nor seriously damaged by Lee's attacks of -

"the 26th and 27th. Lee's hopes to cut McClellan's army off from its supply

base were thwarted. McClellan, however, was convinced that his army was
threatened in its position northeast of Richmond. He ordered his troops
south to the Jams River where a new supply base was established.

Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.1; E.6.2.
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Glendale-Fraysers Farm, 29-30 June 1862

Following the Battle of Gaines's Mill, on the evening of 27 June, Union

General McClellan ordered the Army of the Potomac to withdrew from its

positions to the north and east of Richuiond to the Jams River, where it

could be supported by the Union Fleet. McClellan said that the amy was ..--

"changing its base." His corps cominnders were dumbfounded since they knew
that Porter's V Corps had repulsed the vigorous Confederate attacks of the

two previous days. McClellan, however, insisted upon withdrawal. That ..
night and the next day the Union V and IV Corps (Porter and Keyes) withdrew.

Porter's corps and the army's trains moved south over the bridges across

White Oak Swamp while Keyes, slipping to his left, took up positions near

Glendale, west of the swamp and northwest of Malvern Hill, covering the

line of retreat. The other three corps readied themselves for departure

that night, skirmishing with Magruder's men, and with Lee's troops, which

had moved up to the Chickahcniny in Porter's old positions.
Early on 29 June Lee discovered the withdrawal of the entire Union

army. He guessed that McClellan was heading for the James, and gave immediate

orders for pursuit.

Magruder soon cam on Sumner's corps, which, with .part of Franklin's,

was the Union rear guard. Sumer had taken up a defensive position near

Savage's Station, and repulsed Magruder's repeated assaults. Magruder

expected Jackson to come up on Stumer's right flank, but Jackson had

been delayed in rebulding the bridges the Federals had destroyed, and didn't

arrive till after dark. Meanwhile, Sumner, his mission accomplished, had .,..
withdrawn toward White Oak Swamp. ,".",

UUIA~I• UJWI 9 %. 's

By morning of 30 June the entire Union army and its trains had crossed

White Oak Swamp. The bridges had been destroyed and the fording was covered

by Franklin. Sumner, Heintzelman and Porter held a line from White Oak Swamp

to the James, west of Malvern Hill, while Keyes was in reserve on Malvern
Hill. The trains continued southward, behind this line, heading for ". "'"

Harrison's Landing and the protection of the Union Navy.

All day and into the night, Longstreet and A.P. Hill, following their

orders from Lee, attempted vainly to break through the Federal line near

Frayser's Farm and Glendale. Jackson, meanwhile, who had reached the northern

*• side of White Oak Swamp with D.H. Hill, contented himself with exchanging
""U. U"-..•
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Glendale-Frayser's Farm, 29-30 Jun. 1862 (Continued)

artillery fire with Franklin, south of the swaup. During the night most of

the Unioni azzy fell back to position~s McClellan had selected on Malvern Hill.,

while Keyes' corps, covering the rear of the trains, moved down toward

Harrison Is Landing.

Sinfcne The Union troops again demonstrated their capability

to stand on equal toexu with the best of the Confederates. But their

defensive successes were negated by the puisUlaziimw~ perforwnce of their

connaninggeneral.
K:.Sources'. A.7; E.2.
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Malvern Hill, 1 July 1862

Continuing its withdrawal, by the evening of 30 June the Army of the

Potomac fell back to Malvern Hill, a strong natural position on the James

River. The Union positin, in McClellavs absence, was commanded by Major

General Fitz-JohaPorter. The line faced north, occupying a restricted front

on the hill, its flanks protected by swamps and creeks. The powerful Union
artillery was massed on the crest of the hill.

The Confederate amy approached the Union position fron the north on

the morning of 1 July. A planned Confederate artillery preparation was

broken up completely by the Union artillery, which dominated the battle-

field, and repeated attacks by the Confederate infantry, which began in the
late afternoon and continued until nightfall, were met by a murderous

concentrated fire of infantry small arms and artillery and beaten back with

heavy losses.

McClellan did not capitalize on this success. During the night of

1-2 July he ordered the hill abandoned and the Union troops moved to a new

base at Harrison's Landing on the James River, protected by Union gunboats.

The Army of the Potomac occupied this base until August, when the Union

troops were withdrawn by ship to reinforce Pope's army near Washington.
(Second Bull Run Campaign). '...

Significance: Malvern Hill was the last battle of the Seven Days' .,.

Battle and of the Peninsular Campaign. Although it was a Confederate defeat,

the Union withdrwal effectively ended the threat to Richmond. Lee was now

free to move against Union forces in northern Virginia.
Sources: 1.i; E.6.2; E.7.
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"Cedar Mountain, 9 hwiust 1862
Disaointed with McClellan's performance on the Peninsula, President

'*" incoln called Major General John Pope fron successful operations in the .: *"

West to comnd a new Amy of Virginia. Pope was directed to advance on ,..,

"Ricond from the north, while Lee was engaged in operations against

McClellan.
As Pope advanced southward across the Rappahannock River toward Pulpeper,

Lee realized that his army was in danger of being crushed between the two
*, Federal armies, or that these two armies would join forces in northern

Virginia, and overwhelm him with superior numbers. On 7 August he ordered
Jackson to move north to delay Pope and to offer battle if conditions favored.
Jackson, with about 24,000 men, moved north from Gordonsville to the Rapidan.

River and on the morning of 9 August started crossing that river and heading

toward Culpeper, hoping to-threaten Pope's coummications. In the meantime
Pope, learning of Jackson's advance, ordered General N.P. Banks to march

south from Culpeper and delay the Confederates. Although he had fewer than
10,000 men, Banks struck hard at Jackson's left flank, driving it back.

The Confederate center was in danger of collapsing, when A.P. Hill's reserve

division was thrown into the battle. While Jackson was rallying the rest -'".
of the Confederate line, Hill counterattacked and drove Banks and his force

back to culpeper.
Significance: Jackson's personal efforts and A.P. Hill's timely""

counterattack had saved the Army of the Valley from defeat. Banks had
delayed their advance, however, buying tirm for the Union forces.

Sources: A.7 ; E.1; E.2; E.3.1; E.4.2.
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Second Bull Rn (Secod, ,Manassas), 29-30 August 1862

Lee attempted to concentrate against General John Pope 's Union Army-

of Virginia, along the line of the Rappahannock River, before McClellan's %;

Army of the Potomac, movng by water from Harrison's Landing on the

Virginia Peninsula, could reinforce him. Lee, whose force was inferior

in numbers to each of the Union armies, sparred inconclusively with

Pope along the Rappehannock before sending General T.J. Jackson's

corps on a strategic envelopment of Pope's right flank (2S August).
Pope was slow to react to Jackson's move, and Jackson fell on Pope's

forward logistical base at Man~assas Junction and destroyed it (26 August).
Having disrupted Pope's commmications with Washington, Jackson then

fell back to Sudley Notntain, where he posted his men in a strong

defensive position and awaited Pope's attack. On 29 August Pope,

reinforced by elements of Mcflellan's army, attacked Jackson; in a

day of furious fighting he was unable to break Jackson's line. General

James Longstreet's corps of Lee's army, meantime, moved into a position

threatening Pope's left flank. On 30 August Pope renewed his attacks .,

against Jackson, ignoring the threat Longstreet posed to his flank.

Jackson again repelled Pope's attacks, and Longstreet, moving forward
into a void where Pope expected l.-johnPorter's corps of McClellan's1..

- army to be (due to confusion in orders Porter was about four kilometers

southeast), took the entire Unionfom in flank and threw it back across

the fields and hills south of Bull Run Creek. Pope mnaged to extricate

his army from this predicament and withdraw to the defenses of Washington.

Sinficance: Pope's defeat resulted in both Union armies withdrawing
to the fortifications covering Washington. Pope was removed from counmand,

and McClellan, who had actually been temporarily without a comnand, assumed

command of the united Union armies. Lee, having pursued Pope nearly to .

Washington, embarked on an invasion of the North.

Sources: E.1; E.6.2.
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South Nbwnta.n, 14 Septmber 1862•v++ ""

(bi 13 Septemb~er 1862- Gineral George B. I.:Qel-la's Union Arm of ':"-"•

the Potomac was at Frederick, Maryland, shielding Washington, D.C., *:'[+:::

against General Robert E. Lee's Confederate Army of Northern Virginia,

which had crossed the Potomac River and invaded Maryland. Lee's. army

was west of Frederick, divided into two separated wings. General ,

"James Longstreet's wing was in the vicinity of Hagerstown, Maryland,

and General T.J. Jackson's wing was at Harpers Ferry on the Potomac,

some 20 kilometers south of Longstreet's southerrmvst elements. The

dangerous separation of the two wings was masked by the South Mountain

range, which intervened between the two opposing armies.

McClellan intercepted one of Lee's orders describing the plan and ,.
disposition of the Confederate forces; he reacted by striking west,

attempting to cross the passes of the South Moumtain range and attack

and defeat Lee's separated wings in detail.

The Battle of South Mountain took place at Turner's Gap, the
northeruuost of two passes the Federal forces had to cross in order "__"__"

to strike at Lee's wins to the west. The gap was held by General

D.H. Hill's division (reinforced) of Longstreet's Corps. The battle
began at 0900 in the morning of the 14th and continu~ed until midnight. %,. •.,

The Union forces that attacked -- elements of McClellan's I and XI

corps -- assaulted the Confederate position from' the front and worked

their way around the Confederate left flank, which was enveloped by

2200 hours. At that point the outn•rbered Confederates began to

disengage and withdraw. In the south, at Crampton's Gap, the Federals
were also successful.

"Significance: The victory presented NtClellan with a great

opportunity, but his cautious nature prevailed, and he was slow to

follow up his successes at Turner's Gap and Crampton's Gap. Lee began ,
to concentrate his army at Sharpsburg, west of South Mountain.

Sources:' E.1; E.S; E.6.2. '-
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Antietam (asbusrlz), 17 September 1862

The Union arw/ having forced the gaps in the South Mmmtain barrier

west of Frederick, Maryland in the battles of Turner's Gap and

Cramqton' s Gap, General G.B. McClellan had an excellent opportunity

to defeat Lee's Confederate Army of Northern Virginia in detail. .

MtClellan, however, wasted a day and was not prepared to attack Lee,,

at Sharpsburg, on the Antietam Creek, until the morning of 17 September.

•Lee, by then, had effected a concentration of his two wings (minus

A.P. Hill's Division of Jackson's Corps, which Jackson left behind

to secure prisoners and stores captured at Harpers Ferry. Lee's position

just west of Antietam Creek in a loop of the Potomac River (which protccted

his flanks to a certain extent) was strong, but the Union forces had

a significant superiority in numbers, and tJle Confederates, in the coming

battle, would fight with their backs to the river, which could be

crossed by only a -few fords.
At dawn on 17 September the first of a series of piecemeal Union

attacks which contiuzed throughout the day was made against Lee's

left by General Joseph E. Hooker's I Corps. Hooker was shortly

supported by General J.K.F. Mansfield's XII Corps, which attacked on his

left. These attacks pushed the Confederates back but did not break them.

At 1000 hours General E.V. Sumner's Union II Corps attacked the Confederate

left center and initially made some gains, but it too was stopped. The

Union VI Corps followed Sumner into action but accomplished little.

Directly opposite the Confederate center, General Filz-John Porter's

Union V Corps, which might have cracked Lee's defense, remained practically

"incobile all day -- held back by McClellan as a reserve.' Meantime, on
the Union left, General Jacob D. Cox's IX Corps made a series of

fruitless attacks against the Confederate right, securely posted on a

hill overlooking the only bridge in its zone.

The Confederates repelled or contained all of McClellan's uncoordinated
thrusts but, seriously outnumbered, had been pushed back all along the line

"in desperate fighting. Lee, however, managed the defensive battle magnificently.

The last of many crises for the Confederates occurred during the
, .'• _%..\

afternoon when the fighting had died out all along the line except on

the Confederate right; there, finally, Cox's men had managed to cross
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Antietam (Sharpsburg), 17 September 1862 (Continued)

the creek and were driving on Sharpsburg, theatening the Confederate army's

only line of communications.
At 1630 hours, however, A.P. Hill's Division arrived from

Harpers Ferry and struck Cox' s left and rear, ending the Union threat.
7ris attack ended the battle, which is remembered as the single

bloodiest day of c.ombat in American history.

Significance: Lee, outnumbered and with his back to the river,

staved off a defeat which might have ended in the destruction of his

army (and with it the Southern cause). McClellan's incompetence as

a commander was revealed, and he was removed from command of the Army

of the Potomac. Nonetheless, Lee had to withdraw from Maryland to

Virginia, and Antietam -- tactically a draw -- may be considered a

Union strategic victory. The result of the campaign reinforced the arguments

of the Union's friends in Europe and provided Lincoln with the "victory" he

needed to issue the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation (22 September).

Sources: E.3.1; E.4.2; E.S.
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Corinth, 3-4 October 1862 4'

In September 1862, the Confederate forces of Generals Earl Van Dorn and _

Sterling Price were united under Van Dorn's command for an attack against
the Union-held junction of the east-west Mephis and Charleston and north-

south Mobile and Ohio railroads at Corinth, Mississippi. Van Dorn's overall

strategy involved the capture of Corinth and the destruction of its garrison
before an invasion of west Tennessee in which Van Dorn planned to defeat

other Union forces in detail. In late September Van Dorn moved north parallel-
.*' to and west of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad before swinging his army east and

advancing on Corinth fram the northwest. At Corinth, Union General William

S. Rosecrans, wary of Van Dorn's movement but unsure of his destination,
had concentrated his forces for possible action against the Confederates.
As a result, when Van Dorn reached Corinth on 3 October, Rosecrans was there

in strength behind two lines of entrenchments.
"In the early morning of 3 October Van Dorn's attack struck the first

line of Union defenses northwest of Corinth. This line consisted of old
"Confederate works thinly held by Union troops and intended by Rosecrans only
to delay an attack. A successful delaying action was fought until early

afternoon, when the defenders began to withdraw to the second line of more

formidable defenses, just outside the town. As they pulled back, the Union

troops stubbornly contested the Confederate advance. By sunset both sides
had assumed new positions, with Rosecrans's forces securely situated in their
defenses, and the battle ended for the night. On the following morning Van
Dorn renewed his attack, and units on the Confederate left wing penetrated

into Corinth before being driven out again. In a fierce battle the Union
"defenses opposite the Confederate right held out against repeated Confederate
assaults until Van Dorn called off his attack in the afternoon and withdrew

his troops unmolested to the northwest.
Significance: The successful Union defense at Corinth quickly ended

Van Dorn's planned invasion of West Tennessee. However, Rosecrans's failure
".-- to pursue immediately allowed Van Dorn to escape. The strategic outposts

"of Corinth and Memphis remained securely in Union hands.
Sources: A. 7; E.1; E.3.1; E.6. 2..9-* .- '-.,
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Perryville, 8 October 1862

In July 1862, after Major General Henry W. Halleck had become General-

in-Chief, his western theater was divided into two comnmands: the Army of
the Tennessee, under Major General Ulysses S. Grant, and the Army of the Ohio,

ccmmanded by Major General Don Carlos Buell. General Braxton Bragg, commiading '-

the Confederacy's western theater was worried by the threat that Buell 's
army posed to Chattanooga. Bragg decided to move most of his forces to

southeastern Tennessee and then to throw Buell on the defensive by invading

Kentucky.
Late in August Bragg moved north from Chattanooga with an army of about

35,000 men, while his principal subordinate, General Edmund Kirby Smith,

advanced on a parallel route northward from Knoxville with about 15,000 men.
En route, on 30 August, Kirby Smith overwhelmed a small Union force at

Richmond, Kentucky, then occupied the state capital at Lexington. By
mid-September Bragg and his army were at Munfordville, Kentucky, while Kirby
Smith was still at Lexington. Buell, with about 46,000 men, was west of
Bragg at Bowling Green but avoided a battle. As Bragg moved slowly north
toward Louisville, Buell marched ahead to that city, arriving on 25 February.
For a week he did nothing. Meanwhile Bragg had reached Bardstown, about 45

kilometers south of Louisville.

Buell, warned by Halleck that he was about to be relieved of his command,
"decided to take positive action. He advanced south from Louisville with
60,000 men on 3 October. Bragg, by this time, had also been reinforced to

some 60,000 men, but his units, trying to round up recruits and also to live
off the impoverished countryside, were widely scattered. Believing that
Buell was heading towards Frankfort, Bragg began concentrating south of

that city. -

Near Perryville remained about 16,000 Confederates: Hardee's corps, .:-:
part of Polk's, and some cavalry. The weather was dry, water scarce, and

Perryville was a valuable watering point. As the Union troops approached,
fighting broke out early on October 8; soon two-thirds of Buell's army --

about 37,000 men -- was hotly engaged with Polk and Hardee.
Early in the battle the Confederate veterans came close to driving the

much more numerous but less seasoned Union troops off the field. As
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Perryville, 8 October 1862 (Continued)

Northern reinforcements moved to the sound of the guns, the Confederate

onslaught was brought to a halt. But Buell did nothing to coordinate the

activities of his now overwhelmingly superior force. His right flank

division, almost 20,000 strong under General Crittenden, was held immobilized .

for several hours by the brilliant diversionary tactics of some 1,200

cavalry under young Brigadier General Joseph Wheeler, while Polk and Hardee

rep•lsed counterattacks by the Federal left win.g.
Perryville was a drawn battle, with most of the honors going to the

Confederates, who held off a force more than double their size.

Significance: Perryville only briefly postponed the inevitable

Confederate withdrawal from Kentucky. Buell's disappinting performance

caused him to be relieved and replaced by Major General William S. Rosecrans. c

Sources: A.7; E.2.
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Fredericksburg, 13 December 1862 0

The Union Azzy of the Potomac, commanded by General Ambrose Burnside
(who had replaced McClellan on 7 November), faced Lee's Army of Northern
Virginia on the line of the Rappahannock river at Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Burnside determined to strike directly at Richmond by crossing the river

at Fredericksburg and pushing due south to the Confederate capitol. Lee's
army blocked tha way, socurely positioned on the heights west and south

of the town.

On 11 December Burnside began to put five ponton bridges across the

Rappahannock, using the massed artillery of his army to cover the work
of his engineers. On the 13th the Union army crossed on the bridges

and prepared to assault Lee's line. The Union attacks a-ainst Lee's

left and right flanks were piecemeal, mostly by brigade-sized

formations. On the Confederate left alone, fourteen such attacks were

counted.* Each of these was broken up by artillery and musketry.

At no point did the attackers actually get close to the Confederate
• line.

Union casualties in these assaults were tremendous, but the feckless

Bu-nside had to be persuaded by his corps commanders from renewing the

assaults the next day. On the 14th the Union army remained in position

on the outskirts of Fredericksburg; on the lSth it was withdraw to the

eastern bank of the river.

Si nificance: The Battle of Fredericksburg accomplished little

other than to add to the casualty lists of both sides. It was, however,

a stinging defeat for the fine soldiers of the Amy of the Potomac, who

deserved better of their leaders. Burnside was replaced by General
Joseph Hooker on 23 January 1863.

Sources: E.1; E.6. 3.
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Stones River C4irfreesboro), 31 December 1862-2 January 1863

After several Confederate cavalry raids during December, Union General

William S. Rosecrans moved southeast fram Nashville to attack the Confederate
army commanded by General Braxton Bragg. Bragg's intelligence service

detected the advance and he concentrated his forces near Nkrfreesboro just
west of and on both sides of the Stones River, which runs generally north to

south in that area.

On 31 December, when the armies met, both commanders were planning to

attack their opponent's right wing. Bragg struck first and despite a vigorous

Federal defense drove the Union right back about five miles. A desperate

defense around a small oak grove called the Round Forest finally checked the
Confederate attack. On 1 January, both sides remained in position, with most

of the Union amy against the west bank of the Stones River, and prepared to

renew the battle. On 2 January, Bragg ordered one corps back across the river

to seize high ground on the Union left from which enfilading fire could hit

the main Union positions on the west bank of the River. The Confederates
took the hill, but massed Union artillery fire broke up their attack as

they pursued Union troops down the reverse slope. On 3 January, Rosecrans

remained in position and that night Bragg withdrew his forces to the south.
Significance: This tactically drawn battle was a strategic victory for

the Union since Bragg's withdrawal ended any immediate Confederate threat to

Kentucky.
Sources: A.7; E.1.
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Chancellorsville,. 1-6 May 1863

In late April 1863, General Joseph E. Hooker, who had replaced General

Ambrose Burnside as commander of the Union Army of the Potomac in December,

planned to attack General Robert E. Lee's Confederate Army, south of the
Rappahannock River. Leaving part of his army under General John Sedwick-"

opposite Fredericksburg, Hooker took most of his army west, then south across ,

the river. He planned to swing east to attack Lee's left wing. Lee

responded by leaving a small force under Early opposite Sedgwick at

Fredericksburg, marching west with his main body toward Chancellorsville,

where the two aimies met on 1 May. Although Hooker's army greatly out-

numbered Lee's, the Union general lost his nerve and went on the defensive,

turning the initiative over to Lee.

On the next day, while a portion of his army demonstrated opposite .-

the Union center, Lee sent General Thomas J. Jackson with a larger force

around the Union right, where he attacked late in the evening of 2 May. .

The Confederates rolled up the entire Union right wing, but this success ,

was costly, as Jackson was mortally wounded by friendly fire. On 3 May,

the Confederate attack continued, but a strong Union defense prevented

breakthrough. Mbaawhile Sedgwick had driven Early back at Fredericksburg.

Lee, leaving a covering force to hold Hooker, hastened east and defeated .

Sedgwick at Salem Church on 4 May. Lee now turned back to renew his attack

on Hooker. Although Hooker still ountumbered Lee and held strong positions

-- south of the Rappahannock, the Union Army of the Potomac withdrew across the

river on 6 May. "-,
Significance: Chancellorsville was tactically and strategically a .

decisive victory for the Confederates. Lee, using bold tactics and

aided by Hooker's inaction, soundly defeated the Union army on the field

and ended any threat to Richmond. However, the Confederates did lose the

brilliant General Jackson, a loss which could not be replaced.

"Sources: A.1; A.7; E.1; E.7.
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Champion's Hill, 16 May 1863

After forcing Confederate General Joseph E. Johnston to abandon the ,-

defense of Jackson, Mississippi, General U.S. Grant marched west toward

Vicksburg; his objective was to attack the Confederate forces of General

John Pemberton before they could unite with those of Johnston. Pemberton's

cavalry patrols informed him of the Union advance; this enabled him to

deploy his three divisions on Champion's Hill and an adjacent wooded ridge

that extended to the south. On 16 May the leading elements of Grant's

Army, the corps of General John McClernand, advanced toward this position
I.. on a wide front. Observing the formidable position of Peaberton's force, -.9

McClernand, who was with the units on his corps' left flank, preferredL: to wait for further orders. His left and center thus remained inactive
for the remainder of the day. Meanwhile, on McClernand's right, one of

bhis divisional commanders, Brigadier General Alvin Hovey, engaged. in an.

artillery duel with the Confederates on Champion's Hill when Grant arrived
with a division from General James B. McPherson's Corps. Grant immediately --

sent this division to the right to extend the line and to probe the Confederate
defenses. At Hovey's urging, Grant then launched Hovey's division forward

in a frontal assault on Champion's Hill. Hovey's division took the hill,
"but Pemberton, seeing that McClernand was inactive on the southern flank, '.'.

pulled troops from that sector and counterattacked against the Federals

on Champion's Hill. The Union forces were driven from the hill, taking

heavy casualtifs. Grant reinforced Hovey with units from McPherson's corps' ..-

and launched a second attack, which achieved a breakthrough, driving the

Confederates pell mall down the hill. Meanwhile the remainder of McPherson's
corps was enveloping .the Confederate left. Pemberton quickly withdrew the

remainder of his forces.

"Significance: Although suffering heavy casualties himself, Grant " -

S.... inflicted greater losses on Pemberton's force. The victory at Champion's . ..

Hill precluded any possibility that Pemberton and Johnston could join

forces to defend Vicksburg. Pemberton was now isolated and encircled

"strategically.. -

Sources: A.7; E..3. 2.
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P Bran,, Station, 9 Jumf. 1863
Following the Battle of Chncellorsville the cavalry corps of the,.

opposing armies skirmnished frequently along the upper reaches of * 4-

the Rappahannock River, in westward expansion of the main armies. The
Cavalry Corps of the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia, led by.
General J.E.B. "Job" Stuart, sought to protect the approaches to the

.i Shenandoah Valley from central 'Virginia against the probings of the Union

cavalry, which had been reorganized by General Joseph E. Hooker and
was commanded by General Alfred Pleasantan. No large scale actions
took place until 9 June, when Pleasanton's corp3, supported by infantry,

crossed the river near Brandy Station in two columns and surprised ---..-

Stuart's corps in its camp.
Stuart rallied his men and fought the attackers to a standstill

in the largest purely cavalry battle of the war (the Union infantry, - .,.

marching behind the cavalry, did not come up in time to take a
significant part in the engagement). At nightfall Pleasanton withdrew

across the river.

Signgficance: The .Union cavalry, for the first time, showed

.'7-

itself to be the equal of the vaunted "chivalry"' of the Army of Northern "" .. ,

Virginia.

Sources: A.14; E.1; E.6.3.
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Gettysburg, 1-3 July 1863

Lee led his battle-tried Army of Northern Virginia down the Shenandoah

Valley into Pennsylvania in June 1863. The Union Army of the Potomac, still
under General J.E. Hooker's command, -moved parallel to and east of the

Confederates, shielding Washington and Baltimore. President Lincoln replaced

the inept Hooker with General George G. Meade on 28 June. Shortly thereafter

(30 June) detachments of the two armies skirmished at Gettysburg. On 1 July

major elements of the two armies encountered each other northwest and west

of the town in a meeting engagement that quickly assumed gigantic proportions.

Since the Confederate Army was concentrated closer to Gettysburg than
the Union army, Lee was able to feed troops into the first day's fight

faster than Meade, and, in the afternoon, the Union right was enveloped and

fell back through Gettysburg in some confusion. The Confederates, however,

did not press their advantage, and the Union army dug in on high ground

just south of the town.

On 2 July, both armies, reinforced, continued the struggle. Lee attacked

both flanks of the Union army and came near success on the Union left, which

was driven in with severe casualties. Union reinforcements, however, prevented

a breakthrough. Lee, encouraged by the remarkable success of one of his
divisiorsagainst the Union left-center, planned to renew the battle on

the 3d by making a large scale attack on the Union center with fresh troops.

On 3 July the last climactic Confederate attack of the battle -- the
charge of the divisions of Pickett, Pettigrew, and Trimble against the .-

Union center and left-center -- was made in the afternoon. Heralded by a
tremendous artillery preparation, the charge was broken byintense simul--...,

taneous fire and the massed guns of the Union artillery, commanded by

General Henry J. Hunt. Barely 300 survivors of the 15,000 that had begun

the charge reached the Union lines, and these were defeated quickly. Nbade

might have counterattacked, but the sight of the Confederate artillery line

opposite his center dissuaded him (he could not have known that the

Confederates had expended almost all their artillery aununition).
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Gettburg, 1-3 July 1863 (Continued)

On 4 July Lee, as he had done at Antietam, remained on the field, defying .

Weade. The Union general did not initiate any combat. On S July, having
made axrragements for his wounded, Lee withdrew.

S4, '

Significance: Lee's failure at Gettysburg ended his second great
invasion of the North. The Army of Northern Virginia, having sustained
massive casualties, thereafter would fight only to defend Virginia. The
twin defeats of Gettysburg and Vicksburg a day later were decisive to the

Southern cause. Thereafter the fight was to stave off defeat -- not to win -:

the war.
Sources: A.l; E.1; E.5; E.6.3; E.7.
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", Chicka gL9, 19-20 September 1863

Following the Battle of Mirfreesboro the Confederate Army of Tennessee,
commanded by General Braxton Bragg, fell back to Tullahoma, Tennessee. In ,.. .
the subsequent Tullahom Campaign Utnion General W.S. Rosecrans's Army of the

Cumberland manuevered Bragg out of Tennessee, across the Tennessee River,

and into northwest Georgia. In early Septenber Bragg gave up the important
rail center of Chattanooga.

Rosecrans pushed Bragg into Georgia on a very wide front, believing,

apparently, that the Confederates were too demoralized to make a stand

north of Atlanta. Bragg, however, concentrated behind Missionary Ridge,

south of Chattanooga, and prepared to strike at losecrans's northernmost

K- elements. On 19 September the Confederates attacked, intending to defeat
Rosecrans's separated corps in detail. 2"";

Bragg's plan of battle was masterful, but he lost control of his

troops almost immediately, and the Confederate assaults, intended to be

a coordinated series of hammer-blows, were made piecemeal. The Union forces,

fighting stubbornly, were pushed back but not broken. Rosecrans and his

staff worked hard to concentrate, to establish a line and reinforce the

troops wider attack.
On the 20th the Confederates renewed their attacks. The polýwerful

corps of General James Longstreet, on loan to Bragg fran Lee's Amy of '..

Northern Virginia, struck the Union right center at a point recently

vacated by Union units shifted to the left. The blow was irresistible,

and the Union right and center were virtually swept from the field. The

Union left, however, held firm. General George H. Thoas, the "Rock
of Chickamauga," organized a defense on the aptly-named Horseshoe Ridge

and repelled all attempts by the Confederates to take it. This fighting .

covered the withdrawal of the Union army to Chattanooga, Thomas following

in turn.
Bragg did not pursue the Union army from the field, and Rosecrans' s- "

arMy settled into Chattanooga, where it entrenched. Bragg, after some

delay, moved onto Missionary Ridge overlooking Chattanooga and laid siege

to the Army of the Cumberland.
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Significance: Qcmgawas a serious defeat for the Union, but r T
Bragg's failur, to complete the victory by pursuit robbed the Confederacy

of the fruits of victory. The Army of the Cumberland~, however, was

iuiobilized, pewred in Chattanooga by the Confederates.

Sources,: A.1; E.5; E.6.3; E.7.
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Chattanooga. 24-2S November 1863
Following the Confederate victory at Chickamauga Union General

William S. Rosecran's Army of the Cumberland was penned in Chattanooga,

Tennessee, by the Confederate Army of Tennessee, commanded by General

Braxton Bragg. By October the Union troops were on starvation rations,

the active Confederate cavalry having largely cUt land coumunications to

the beleaguered army.

General Ulysses S. Grant, cawander of the Military Department of

the Mississippi, arrived at Chattanooga on 23 October and took personal

charge of the Union forces there. General George H. Thomas replaced "-

Rosecrans as commander of the Army of the Cumberland. In late October 7.

and early November Grant conducted operations that resulted in improved

supply arrangements for his army, and Bragg realized that he had lost

his opportunity to starve the Union troops out. Both Grant's and Bragg's

armies were substantially reinforced.
On 24 November Union troops under the command of General Joseph

Hooker attacked the Confederate siege lines on the commanding height

of Lookout Mountain southwest of Chattanooga and, after a difficult

ascent, captured the position. Major General William T. Sher man, arriving
fron Memphis with the Army of the Tennessee attacked the northern (right)

end of the main position of Bragg's army on Missionary Ridge without
* Success.

-• On 2S November Grant ordered Thomas's men to make a limited attack
on the Confederate center on Missionary Ridge, to draw Confederate ,.. ,
manpower away from, Sherman's operations on the Confederate right. This attack
met with unexpected success, and the Union troops, without or&drs, continued

on up to the top of the ridge and into the main Confederate positions. .. 4
The Confederate soldiers panicked and fled.

Significance: The strange victory on Missionary Ridge ended Bragg's ,
blockade of Chattanooga. The Union Army gained uncontested possession

of a vital communications center, and the stage was set for General

William T. Sherman's Atlanta Campaign and March to the Sea.

Sources: E.1; E.5;. E.7.
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The Wilderness, 5-6 May 1864

In early May 1864 Union General Ulysses S. Grant implemented his
plan to operate directly against the Confederate army of General Robert
E. Lee deployed west of Fredericksburg, along the line of the Rapidan
and Rappannahock Rivers. Lee, anticipating Grant's advance, concentrated ' -
part of his forces west of Chancellorsville in the rugged wooded terrain
"of the Wilderness, where the armies had fought a year earlier.

On 5 May elements of the Union army advancing southeast through
the Wilderness came in contact with Confederate forces on the Orange -
Cou.rthouse Turnpike west of Wilderness Tavern. The tangled second-
growth thickets of the Wilderness led to a confused battle on S May,
which basically consisted of two indecisive engager ts between
bewildere, s.s of both sides. The battle line ran in a generally

-, nor sth -southeast line through the woods. The Union advance was
stopped, and on the next day a renewed attack also was halted in a
savage battle marked by determined Confederate counterattacks. During
the day and through 7 May, Union and Confedasrate troops fought brush
fires started during the battle and rescued wounded soldiers trapped

"in the buraing woods.
Significance: Taking advantage of the Wilderness's confusing

woods, which disrupted the Union advance (and hindered coordination
between his own units), Lee had stopped the Union army's initial moves.

Grant then shifted his forces east and south against the Confederate
right wing, where Lee deployed to meet this new threat against his
defensive line.

Sources: •A.7; E.1.
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Sgotsylvania,: 8v18Nhy186

Union General'Ulysses S. Grant, after being blocked in an attack against

General Robert E. Lee's Confederate Army at the Wilderness on S-6 May 1864,
ordered the Army' of the Potomac southeast toward the crossroads at Spotsyrl-:2..
vania,, to attempt to turn the Confederate right flank and continue the Union

advance to Richmond. Lee, correctly estimating the situation, rushed a
force to block the Union advance northwest of Spotsylvania.

On terrain more open than that of the Wilderness, the Union Army attacked

for five days beginning on 8 May in a series of engagements. The Confederate

position developed into an inmense inverted V, with its apex, the "Bloody Angle,"

(so named because of the heavy fighting there) pointing roughly north. The
opening Union attacks of 9 and 10 May were repulsed by the Confederate left
wing. On 12 May Grant attacked the Confederate right flank and broke through,
but Lee thwarted this turn-ing movement by skillfully shifting his reserves.

V A Union attack on 18 May against the new Confederate left wing was defeated.
Following Grant's unsuccessful attempt at Spotsylvania to

outflank and cut the Confederate army off from Richmond, the Union army
moved southeast in a wide arc in yet another bid to move past the Confederate

-~ right. Lee, however, taking advantage of his shorter interior lines, shifted
his troops from Spotsylvania to a strong blocking position on the North Anna
River before Grant's arrival on 23 May.

Significance: Lee had prevented Grant from moving rapidly to Richmond
* and maintained a position fran which he could move again tu head off Grant's

* n~e.-t attempt to advance. *. -

r % r;°.; t ,,

Sources: A.7; E. ; E.7.
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Now Market, 15 May 1864

Following Confederate General T.J. Jackson's 1862 Shenandoah Valley
campaign the rich, grain-producing valley of western Virginia was not again

seriously threatened by Union forces until May 1864, when Union General in ¾..

SChief U.S. Grant ordered General Franz Sigel to push down the Valley with a

small army from Winchester, Virginia. Sigel's offensive was part of Grant's

*plan to use all available forces to pressure the Confederacy. The Confederate
coni•ander in the valley, General John C. Breckinridge, had few resources with

which to resist Sigel, but he organized a scratch force, including cadets

of the Virginia Military Institute, to oppose the Federals.

The two armies met at New Market on the North Fork of the Shenandoah

River. The Union army deployed on Bushong Hill. Its right flank was

protected by a bluff and the Shenandoah River; its left flank rested on

Smith's Creek, which was impassable after four days of rain. Breckinridge
attacked on the afternoon of 15 May, his men carrying the hill in a desperate

charge in which the V.M.I. cadets sustained heavy casualties and captured

a Union gun.
,. Significance: The Union army retreated in disorder, and Sigel was

relieved of command on 19 May. Breckinridge, assuming correctly that Sigel's
force was no longer a threat to the Valley, sent a portion of his force to

reinforce Lee's army before Richmond.

Sources: A. 7 ; E.1.
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Kenesaw Mountain, 27 Jume 1864
In Ma 1864 Union General William T. Sherman began his advance into•;.,,,"

Georgia with three armies under his command. Opposing Sherman was the-series
Confederate Amy of Tnn ene lla T. Sheral Joseph E. Johnston. In a series:

of engagements in which Sherman's troops outflanked Confederate delaying

positions,-the opposing armies moved south toward Atlanta, with Johnston's
army staying continually between Sherman and Atlanta. On the night of 17/18 .

June, Johnston deployed his troops northwest of Atlanta on the high terrain

of Kenesaw Mountain, where they constructed a formidable defensive position.

Sherman subsequently chose to attack this position frontally. Having failed

since the outset of his campaign to meet the Army of the Termessee in a major -"

head-on attack, Sherman reasoned that a frontal attack on Kenesaw Mountain

might at least raise the morale of his foot-weary soldiers if it did not take -

Johnston by surprise and decisively defeat the Confederates.

On 27 June, Sherman's army attacked Kenesaw Mountain in a two-pronged

main assault with diversionary attacks on Johnston' s flanks. Johnston' s

"troops were not taken by surprise, and their defenses proved impregnable, as

the Union infantry, following a preliminary artillery bombardment, was

quickly stopped. M.dle Confederate casualties were low, the attackers suffered

high losses.
Significance: The Confederate defense at Kenesaw Motmtain only delayed

Sherman's drive to Atlanta. Following his disastrous attack of 27 June,

Sherman returned to his tactics of maneuver, and in early July Johnston

withdrew to a new line along the Chattahoochie River, just northwest of

Atlanta.

Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4.
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Peachtree Creek, 20 July 1864

Elements of Union General William T. Sherman's Union Army crossed the "

Chattahoochie River northwest of Atlanta on 9 July 1864. In response, General

Joseph E. Johnston pulled his Army of Tennessee back to the east bank of the . .

river into a line along Peachtree Creek, an eastern tributary of the Chattahoochie,

to defend the northern approaches to Atlanta. On 17 July General John B. Hood,

an impetuous and bold commander, replaced Johnston, whose successful delaying

tactics employed against Sherman during the previous two months did not satifsy .,,.-

Confederate President Jefferson Davis. Hood immediately formulated a plan to

attack Sherman's army, which was divided in two parts, with a large gap between

them. While a demonstration force screened Sherman's two armies northeast of

Atlanta, Hood ordered two corps to attack the westernmost of Sherman's three

armies, General George H. Thomas's Army of the Cumrberland, which by 19 July

had a small bridgehead on the south bank of Peachtree Creek. The other two --. --

armies were northeast of Atlanta. :.-

On the afternoon of 20 July, after a delay caused by the shifting of units

to cover a gap in his on lines, Hood launched his attack. The Confederates .1.
achieved substantial surprise, but by this time Thomas's army was south of

Peachtree Creek in force, and it quickly recovered from its initial shock.

The left Confederate corps fought well, but the attack failed to achieve any

major penetration and Thomas' s lines remained secure. .

Significance: The first of Hood's attacks against Sherman's army 'failed,

but this did not prevent him fron making another one on 22 July-

Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4.
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Atlanta, 22 July 1864
Following the unsuccessful Confederate attack at Peachtree Creek on 20

July 1864, General John B. Hood planned another attack against General William

T. Sherman's Union forces. Sherman was extending his lines eastward around
Atlanta to sever the vital railroad to Macon, and General James B. McPherson's

Army of the Tennessee was leading this encircling movement. On the night of

21 July, Hood ordered his strongest corps, led by General William J. Hardee,

from positions on the left wing of his army completely around the Confederate

right to strike the open flank and rear of Thomas's army on the following day.

Confederate cavalry was to raid the Union supply depot at Decatur, northeast

of Atlanta. The remainder of Hood's army was ordered into prepared defenses"...
to cover the northern and eastern approaches to the city.

Hardee failed to move his corps far enough east, and, instead of attacking

McPherson's open flank on the morning of 22 July, he struck field entrench-
ments on the left of the Amy of the Tennessee. The Confederates achieved

substantial surprise, but the Union troops defended with determination and
prevented a major penetration of their lines. Union reserve units had deployed

earlier behind the threatened front line positions, and this deployment made

it possible to commit quickly troops who were instrumntal in stopping the . :

Confederate attack. With the apparent failure of Hardee's flanking movement,
Hood ordered an attack against the front of the Army of the Temnessee, but

this assault failed. Likewise, Hood's cavalry raid to Decatur was repulsed,

and Union stores there were saved from destruction.

Significance: Hood's second attack on Sherman's army failed, largely

because Hardee had not moved far enough around the Union right flank.

McPherson was killed during the battle, but the Union line held, and

Sherman subsequently continued his operations to take Atlanta. A vigorous ,,.
defense by Hood, however, would prevent the capture of the city until early

September.
Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4. .1:
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Petersburg, 15-18 June 1864

On 15 June 1864 Union General William F. Smith's XVIII Corps crossed
the Appomattox River as part of General Ulysses S. Grant's move of five corps
that had been threatening Richmond south of the James River. Grant had ..

instructed General Benjamin F. Butler, commander of the Army of the James,

to take the fortified city of Petersburg on the south bank of the Appomattox.

Seizure of Petersburg would sever southern rail lines to Richmond and turn
the Confederate right flank, anchored on the city.

On the evening of 15 June, the XVIII Corps attacked the eastern

fortifications of Petersburg, but Smith failed to exploit the penetration

that his corps had made, although his forces, reinforced by the II Corps,

greatly outnmzered the city's garrison. Confederate General P.G.T. Beauregard,
conmander at Petersburg, called for reinforcements. While Confederate General

Robert E. Lee was hesitant to send troops because he didn't know where the
Union forces were, one division did arrive to strengthen the garrison.

Union assaults on 16 and 17 June took more positions in the Petersburg defenses,

but they were not pressed with determination, and the city held. During the

night of 17/18 June, Beauregard pulled back his troops to a shorter and more

defensible line. Lee, realizing the danger, sent part of his army from

Richmond to help Beauregard. Grant too had brought up more troops, and

"taking command himself, he ordered a massive Union attack on the Petersburg

fortifications at dawn on 18 June. This attack was halted with only minor

gains. By the time it was renewed in the afternoon, the Petersburg defenses

were fully manned by Lee's reinforcements and the attack was repulsed.

""j Significance: Failing to use initiative and exploit the first penetrations
of the Petersburg defenses, Grant's opportunity to take Petersburg easily 0

was lost. Auspiciously begun without Lee's knowlege, Grant's turning move-
ment was foiled. As a result, siege warfare was renewed, now at Petersburg

instead of Richmond.

Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4. 1 -
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Globe Tavern, 18-21 August 1864 a

In August 1864,, as Lieutenant General Ulysses S. Grant tested Confederate <
defenses uorth of teJames River at Deep Bottom, a Union reconnaissance in-..

force was launched south of Petersburg. The primary purpose of this attack 9
was to extend the left flank of the Union army across the Petersburg and
Weldon Railroad and sever this important supply route into Petersburg. Grant
also hoped to draw Confederate forces away from the Shenandoah Valley, where
they opposed the operations of General Philip Sheridan's Army of the Shenandoah. --

Elements of Maj or General Gouverneur K. Warren's V Corps attacked on 18 -

August and, brushing aside a small Confederate cavalry force., quickly reached .
the railroad. Warren's troops then turned north and advanced up the tracks
to a point just beyond Globe Tavern. A Confederate counterattack drove back

* ~the corps 's leading elements, but the Confederates in turn were pushed back
from their newly gained ground by rallying Union troops. By the next day
reinforcements had arrived on both sides, and the Confederates, wnder Lieutenant
General Ambrose P. Hill, unsuccessfully attacked to try to break the Union

* hold on the railroad. On 20 August, Warren withdrew his troops to the south
to more easily defended positions where his artillery, bogged down in mid in

* the initial attack, was deployed. On 21 August the Confederates once again
attacked and failed to dislodge the Union troops from their strong position.

Significance: The successful Union attack at Globe Tavern extended the
-left of the Union siege lines and severed the Weldon Railroad supply route.
* ~~Supplies to Petersburg had to be hauled in wagons around the break in the .a -

line along the final approaches to the city. The Confederates were also
* forced to lengthen their already overextended defenses to match Grant' s new

lines at Globe Tavern.
Sources: A.7 ; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4.
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Opequon Creek (Third Battle of Winchester), 19 Septeb r 1864

In the summer of 1864, after Confederate General Jubal A. Early led
tw invasions of Pemsylvania and Maryland from the lower Shenandoah Valley,

the Union Army of the Shenandoah under General Philip H. Sheridan was formed
to drive Confederate forces out of the Valley and deny the use of the region's ..
resources to the Confederacy. After some initial skirmishing in the lower

valley, Sheridan received information that a detachment assigned to Early's "-:-

command was ordered back to the defense of Petersburg and Richmond. Sheridan

immediately planned to attack Early's forces dispersed around the town of
Winchester. The Union attack was to be directed at the southernmost

Confederate division, located between Winchester and Opequon Creek, on the

west side of the creek. While two infantry corps, preceded by one cavalry
division, attacked frontally, the remainder of Sheridan's cavalry was to

envelop both flanks of the Confederate position. The cavalry on the Union
left was to be reinforced by Sheridan's infantry reserve and had the important

mission of severing the Confederate escape route to the south. Sheridan's

overall plan was to defeat Early's forces in detail, starting with the
destruction of one division and followed by the entrapment of the rest of

* -• the Confederate forces.

-On the morning of 19 September the cavalry on the Union right crossed
the Opequon Creek and steadily drove back the Confederate left. In the

center, however, the leading infantry corps had brought along its baggage

train, which blocked the movement of the following corps on the one rdad

available for the advance. This delay and a determined Confederate defense

in the center gave Early time to assemble his troops and cotuiterattack through IF ' -
a gap in the Union line. The .Confederate attack drove back the Union center -.
and forced Sheridan to commit his reserve infant: y, to renew the Union

advance. The attack on the Union left was thus deprived of power, and, as
"a result, when the Union right and center finally overwhelmed Early's forces

and drove then back through Winchester, they were able to make their escape.

The cavalry on the Union right flank had been instrxnental in driving in I ..

Early's defenses by keeping up pressure on its opponent's left and striking .

the rear and flank of the Confederate center. •'
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Oeuncreek (Third Battle of Winchester), 19 Septeuiber 1864 (Continued)

Sionificance: Sheridan's victory cost Early nearly a'quarter of his

forces, losses which he could not replace. The Union victory also marked

the begim-ning of the offensive to drive the Confederates out of the Shenandoah

Valley, which culminated in Early' s defeat at the Battle of Cedar Creek

one month later.

Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4.
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Cedar Creek, 19 October 1864
In October 1864, Union General Philip H. Sheridan began to withdraw his ...

Army of the Shenandoah northward in the Shenandoah Valley, devastating supplies

and crops that might aid the Confederate war effort. On 16 October the arq/~-
was in position facing southwest and west on the east bank of Cedar Creek with
its left flank about amile from the north bank of the Shenandoah River. (an0
the same day, Sheridan set out for Washington for a meeting with Union leaders
concerning future strategy. In his absence, Confederate General Jubl A.

7-Early and the senior officers of the reinforced II Corps fomuiated a plui to
attack the Union position. While one cavalry division demonstrated against the
Union right and other units attacked the center, the bulk of Early's infantry

* ~~was to atteapt to surprise the Union troops on the open Union left and loft- -

rear by attacking around Massanutten Nbkuntain and across the river and, after
driving in the Union corps on the far left, roll up the entire line. One

* cavalry division would cross the Shenandoah, range far around the Union left
and block the Union withdrawal route south of Winchester along the Valley Pike.

Before dawn on, 19 October the Confederates attacked and completely
*surprised the left flank Union corps. The Confederate assault drove in this

corps and the next one in line and pushed back a hastily formed defensive line
built up around the right flank corps. On the far right, however, numerically
superior Union cavalry kept its Confederate counterpart at bay, and the .'-

Confederate cavalry on the opposite flank was prevented from sneaking around
to the Valley Pike. By late morning the action slacked off. Early halted his
attack, believing that his opponents would soon withdraw from the field. At
about this time Sheridan arrived from Winchester and ~iinediately began to rally
his troops for a counterattack. In the late afternoon this attack was launched
with determination. It soon routed the Confederates from their newly-won

* positions. In addition to retaking Union artillery lost earlier in the battle,
the counterattack captured a nuuiber of Confederate guns and pushed the
Confederate troops back over Cedar Creek.

* ~Significance: In an extraordinary display of personal leadership, Sheridan
turned a near Confederate upset into a stunning victory for his Army of the

* Shenandoah. The back of southern resistance in the Shenandoah Valley was broken.
Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4.
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Franklin, 30 November 1864

In Septembev 1864, after Union General William T. Sherman's army captured . i

Atlanta, Confederate General John B. Hood, Sherman's principal opponent

in Georgia, made plans for an invasion of Tennessee. Hood's objective was

to draw Sherman away from his proposed march to the sea to destroy the war-

supporting economy of Georgia. When Hood's entire army began to move into

Tennessee, Sherman sent reinforcement.% including the IV and XXIII Corps,

to Tennessee, where General George H. Thomas was organizing the defense of

t1t state. General John M. Schofield, communding the IV and XXIII Corps,

was ordered by Thomas to delay Hood to give the Union general at Nashville

time to build up an army around his core of veteran troops. By 30 November,

Schofield, after slipping any fran Confederate enveloping forces at Columbia .

and Spring Hill, was in prepared positions at Franklin on the south bank of the

Hirpeth Rivr, 24 kilometers south of Nashville.

On the afternooan of 30 November, Hood launched an attack against the -

Frmnklin defenses, seeking to seize the crossing points on the Harpeth and

de•to SchafielA's forces. TIe C rate attack quickly swept aside two

brigui mistakmly left astride the north-south Columbia Pike outside the

min ionm a defenes. The cenmr of the Union line was then penetrated, but '-

reserve units were rushed up ad plugged the hole. Union artillery from high

ground an the oposits bank of the Harpeth poured a devastating fire into the E 0

Confederate ranks an r open ground. Hood did not call off his attack *..*..

until well after dark, but by this time the main Confederate assault and a

cavalry attack to the east of Franklin had been completely stopped. :2...

Schofield moved his forces safely across the Harpeth on the night of - -

30 November and withdrew to Nashville.

Significance: Schofield's delaying actions had given Thomas additional :"-".

time to organize his coummand, and the safe arrival of the IV and XXIII Corps

added strength to his forces at Nashville. Hood, his army greatly weakened by

the attack at Franklin, followed Schofield and on 2 December positioned his army -

just south of the city. His move had not drawn Sherman away from Georgia.

Sources: A.7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4.
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- Nashville, 1S-16 Dece:mber 1864
Following Confederate General John B. Hood's unsuccessful attempt to

destroy Union forces at Franklin on 30 November 1864, he moved his Army of

the Tennessee to positions just south of Nashville. At Nashville, Union

General George H. Thomas was rebuilding an army for the defense of Tennessee,

and his strengths in men and equipment outnumbered those of Hood's army.

F"" Hood therefore planned to await reinforcements before attacking, or if

necessary defend against a Union attack. During the first two weeks of

December, Thomas, urged by his superiors to attack Hood, slowly prepared for

a decisive assault on the Confederates, delayed by last minute details and

poor weather which hupered troop movements. Finally, on 15 December Thomas -

launched his attack in good weather. His basic plan called for a holding

attack against the Confederate right, with a massed attack on the left,

screened by cavalry, which was also to sever Hood's withdraval routes. .

The Union attack struck the over-extended Confederate lines on the

morning of 15 December and proceeded basically as planned. The Confederate

right held, but superior Union strength on the left smashed Confederate

defenses. During the night Hood pulled back his army to a shorter and more -

defensible line. On the afternoon of 16 December, Union troops once again •?,-:.

attacked the Confederate right, and, although they were repulsed, Confederate K>.-:-

reinforcements were sent to bolster this section. of the line leaving the
Confederate left dangerously weakened. When Thomas 's main attack struck

these weakened positions, the Confederate line collapsed, and Hood's army

fell back in confusion. Dismounted Union cavalry fighting on the far left
pressed hane the attack. The Confederates withdrew in confusion.

Siznificance: Already outnumbered, Hood's army received a blow fram
which it would not recover. The Confederate threat to Tennessee was ended.

As a result, Union commanders in Virginia and Georgia could operate without

concern that a Confederate victory in Tennessee might upset the overall
Union strategy of defeating enemy forces in the east.

"Sources: A. 7; E.1; E.3.3; E.6.4. 4%*-"'
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THE ANOICAN CIVIL WAR

Bentonville, 19-21 March 1865 "

Union General William T. Sherman's '14arch to the Sea" ended with

the capture of vam-ah, Georgia, in late December 1864. Early in 1865
he marched his army north into the Carolinas, with an eventual link

up with Union forces in Virginia as his ultimate objective. Heavy rains

slowed the advance of Sherman's army, but by mid-March it reac_'ed

Fayetteville, North Carolina. Meanwhile, Confederate General Joseph

E. Johnston, brought back from retirement in February 1865,. was

appointed to command Confederate forces in the Carolinas. Sherman's

army reached Fayetteville in mid-March. Another Union army, under General

John M. Schofield, was advancing west from the Carolina coast. Johnston

elected to attack Sherman before the two Union armies met.

On 19 March the left wing of Shermn's army, consisting of two

corps under General Henry W. Slocum, was attacked just south of Bentonville

by a large Confederate force assembled and led by Johnston. Slooap's s

troops were driven back, but the Union veterans rallied and held off a

series of determined Confederate attacks. Johnston, unable to crack

the Union line, withdrew to defensive position for the night. On 20

March, Sherman ccncentrated his entire army to attack Johnston, and

on the night of 21/22 March Johnston pulled his forces back to the

northeast.
Significance: Johnston's aunccessful attempt to defeat the left

wing of Sherman's army only delayed Sherman's link up with Schofield.

On 23 March the two Union armies met at Goldsboro ard Sherman paused

to rest his troops. As it turned out, Bentonville was the last major "

engagement in the Carolinas Campaign, since Lee's surrender to Grant

on 9 April led to Johnston's capitulation later that month. .-. ..

Sources: A.7; E.1; E.6.4.
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Dinwiddie Courthouse and White Oak Road, 29-31 March 1865
Arriving south of the Confederate lines outside Petersburg on 26 March "

1865, General Philip H. Sheridan, with one corps each of cavalry and infantry,
joined Union forces under General Ulysses S. Grant. On 29 March, Grant sent
three divisions of cavalry under Sheridan west toward Dinwiddie Courthouse to

outflank the Confederate right. Simultaneously, two corps of Union infantry

were to attack the Confederate right just to the east of Sheridan. Confederate
General Robert E. Lee countered Grant's turning movement by sending an infantry/ --.

cavalry force under General George E. Pickett to stop Sheridan's advance, In

addition to protecting his flank, Lee sought to hold open the Southside Rail-
-"Iroad, running south t frau Petersburg, for a possible link up with Conf rate

forces in North Carolina.

North of Dinwiddie Courthouse on 31 March, Pickett's troops struck

Sheridan's left flank and drove back the Union cavalry. Meanwhile,: to the

east, the Union infantry attack also was pushed back by a counterattack against :'-
the Union flank on White Oak Road. On the night of 31 March/1 April Sheridan's -

force was reinforced with cavalry and infantry, and Pickett, faced with

superior numbers, withdrew toward Five Forks.

Significance: Lee temporarily delayed the Union turning novement
around the Petersburg defenses' right flank by shifting his forces to meet
the threat. But Sheridan was reinforced, and on 1 April he pressed forward
at Five Forks and tore open the entire Confederate right flank. 41C

"Sources: A.7; E.1; E.6.4.
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M1E AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Five Forks, 1 April 1865'
After successfully delaying a Union turning movement on 31 March 1865,

Confederate General George E. Pickett withdrew under pressure from numerically

superior Union forces and had his troops dig in at Five Forks along the

east-west White Oak Road. Pickett' s position was on the extreme right of the .

Confederate defenses, covering the southern approaches to Petersburg. On

1 April a Union attack by cavalry under General Philip H. Sheridan, who had

been stopped on the previous day, and an infantry corps struck the Five Forks -

defenses. Union cavalry kept up pressure on the left and opposite the center

of the Confederate position while the infantry advanced against the right

flank. The infantry attack was too far to the right and inadvertently

outflanked the Confederate lines, which covered less than two kilcometers of
the white Oak Road. Outflanked on their left and threatened to the front,

Pickett' s men were doomed by a Union cavalry penetration that cut off their

retreat route along the Ford's Church Road.
Significance: The Union attack at Five Forks cracked Pickett 's defenses

and exposed the entire right of the Confederate line. This penetration proved

to be the key to ending the static warfare conditions aroumd Petersburg and

Richmond, ftr on the foillowing day Grant ordered a general assault that drove

Lee' s army out of its trenches and west to Appomattox and defeat.

Source: 'A. 7.
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7T•E AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Seml, 2 April 1865
In March 1865, Union General George H. Thomas, commander of the Army of

the Cumberland, dispatched General James H. Wilson to lead a cavalry raid -
into Alabama. Wilson's mission was to divert Confederate forces from General
E.R.S. %'&aby's attack on Mobile, Alabama, by raiding in the area of Tuscaloosa

and Seima to the north of Mobile. Advancing fram northwest Alabama, Wilson's "'..--.
troopers reached Selma, an important Confederate supply depot, after brushing

aside troops under General Nathan B. Forrest manning several delaying positions.

On 2 April, Wilson's cavalry, fighting on foot, assaulted the fortified

-works of Selma on the north bank of the Alabama River. Forrest's troops
fought well, but the Confederate militia were routed and the Union attack

E carried the fortifications. Many prisoners and the town's large supply of
:i. stores were seized. Wilson's force remained in Selm for one week. After

destroying the town's foundries, ammuntion dumps, and stores he continued
,advancing toward Georgia.

Significance: Wilson's successful raid into Alabama, although it did
little to hasten the end of the war, was another defeat for the Confederates

in the spring of 1865 which they could not afford.

Sources: E.1; E.6.4.
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IME AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Sayler's Creek (Saylor's Crek), 6 April 1865
By 3 April 1865 the Confederate army of General Robert E. Lee had been

driven from fortifications around Petersburg and Richmond by a Union assault

from the southwest. Lee led his army westward in a desperate attempt, to link
up with General Joseph E. Johnston's army in North Carolina. Union General

Ulysses S. Grant, blocking Lee's ave, marched his amy west -- south of and

parallel to Lee's line cf retreat. On the night of 5/6 April Lee's exhautmed
army set out toward Rice's Station, to resupiy and possibly outmneuver the

western elements of the Union amfy. Unice cavalry harassed the flanks of

L.ee's retreating coltmus, and on the morning of 6 April Confederate units in

the middle of the retreat stopped to let the vulnerable Confedrate supply

t train get safely across the Appoattox River. The leading Confederate units,

unawamre of this halt, continud on ahead.
"Union cavalry seized this opportunity and cut off the center of the

Confederate retreat column frcm its zoute to the west, aind Union infantry .
moved up to attack from the opposite direction. Despite a briefly successful

counterattack that penetrated the center of the infantry attack, the two-

sided Union attack overwhelmd the Confederate defense along the line of
Sayler's Creek. To the nýrth, the rear units of the retreating Confede•ates,

following part of the sup1 y train, were soundly defeated by Union infantry.
Significance: Lee lost a sizable portion of his already depleted army in

the actions of 6 April, losses which he could not fford. He ctinued his
retreat west to Appomttox where he surrendered to Grant on 9 April after a

brief final battle.
"Sources: A. 7; E.1; E.6.4.
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MM FRANa)-PMESIAN WAR "

Weiss, bura. 4 Abust 1870
In a met1ig uagagmint at Weissenburg on the Lauter River a -"

powerfM1 columw of Prussian Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm's Third
Army surprised an unsupported division of French i'orhal Marie do
MuMahon's Army of Alsace. The Prench division, ccmnde by General . .
Charles Abel Dousy, defended a position centered on the town. The -

Germans, attackiag with superior numbers strongly supported by artillery,,

forced their way into the town and enveloped both flanks of the French
force. In a matter of hours the French were forced to retreat ina

confusion. ,

Significance: Had4khcn's vanguard division was defeated; the
Prench mashal pulled back and concentrated defensively on a wooded N.

plateau fronting the Lauter River.

Sources: D.11; D.S..
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THE FPAIN-PRdMSSIA WAR

p Froeschwi! -er (Woerth), 6 Au~gust 1870
In yet a second meeting engagement the German Third Army concentrated

against the right wing of Madfahon's Army of Alsace, which it outnumbered

two to one in men and better than two to one in gtms, near the village

of Woerth in Alsace.

The Germans attacked all along the line and enveloped both flanks
of the French army. The French fought doggedly to maintain their

position, relying on the accuracy and volume of fire of their superior

Chassepot rifle. MacMahon used his cavalry to attempt to resist the

German envelopments, but the gallant, suicidal charges of the French

horsemen were easily defeated by the fire of the German infantry and
artillery. Finally, German numbers told, and MacMahon ordered a withdrawal

after nightfall.

Significance: The victory of the Crown Prince pierced the Vosges
Mountains barrier; MacHahon retreated to Chalons-sur-Marne (7-14 August).
The road to Paris opened, and the German Third Army advanced methodically

"toward the Meuse.
Sources: A.1; D.1S. %' :s-.
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"'' ~TME FRROPWJSSIAN tit,.-M,-•..
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Spicherm, 6 August 1870
On 2 August 1870 three German armies, totalling nearly 400,000 men -.

approached the French frontier from the north and east. The boundary

be e two of these armies, the First (commanded by General K.F. von
Steinmtz), and the Second (under Prince Friedrich Karl), ran through _.,,_

Saarbrucken. That day elemnts of the First Army, west of Saarbrucken,

encountered elements of the French II Corps, coumanded by General C.A.
Frossard, advancing to the frontier from the south. An inconclusive -:

engagement halted the German advance, and caused the French, unaware
of the proximity of the Geruans, to fall back south of the frontier.

As the German advance contimued slowly south of the frontier, the

left wing of the Prussian First Army and the left wing of the Third ". .
Ariy encountered Frossard's corps in a very strong defensive position
in rugged, forested country, centered on the dominating plateau of

Spichern. In uncoordinated action the Germans immediately attacked, -.
but for several hours were repulsed by the French in their strong
defensive positions. However, during the day more German units, '"arching

to the sound of the guns," arrived on the field, while several unengaged
French units, not far from the battlefield, stayed in their positions,
since they had received no orders. Frossard's appeals for reinforcements
went unanswered.

By evening the Germans had built up overwhelydng superiority on
Frossard's flanks, on either side of the nearly impregnable plateau,,
and were threatening to encircle the II Corps. After dark, therefore, -. . -.

Frossard withdrew.

Significance: Although Spichern was unquestionably a German
"success, the French had fought well, and inflicted casualties at a greater
rate than they suffered. What was significant, however, was that the

Prussians, unlike the French, operated in accordance with an overall,
coordinated concept.

Sources: A.7; A.lS; D.11.
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THE FRANCO-PAMJSIAN WAR

Hars-la-Topir. Vionville. and Rezonville, 16 Augu~st 1870
In mid-bAgust 1870 French Marshal Achille F. Bazaine, comunder of ,. .

the newly organized Army of the Rhine, had been driven back to Metz by

the German armies, which were threatening his line of communications to
Paris. On 16 Agust he atteupted to break out to the west toward Verdun

in hopes of linking up with the army of Marshal Marie E.P.M. Mamdhon
at Verdun. Facing Bazaine's army to the south and southwest were the
German First and Second armies. The Second Army, crossing the Moselle
River at Pont-a-Mousson threatened to sever the French withdrawal route

to the west, and by 15 August Bazaine concentrated his forces facing

south between the Moselle and Orne rivers, with his left flank anchored
on the fortified town of Metz.

On 16 August the leading corps (the III) of the German Second
Army, moving north across the Verdun-Metz highway, unexpectedly collided

with the French. Boldly attacking the entire French army, the III Corps
was followed by other German units, and wbat had started as a meeting

engagement soon developed into an all-out battle. Bazaine concentrated
his troops in the left wing, to keep open his commications with Metz,

while the Germans were cutting the French escape route to the west by
concentrating against the French right wing. In the afternoon, successive
cavalry charges on both sides resulted in a tremendous cavalry melee until
both sides broke off in exhaustion. Finally the Germans pushed an attack

into Rezonville on the French left, and the Germans consolidated their
positions for the night.

Significance: Although the French had not been decisively defeated
on the field, they had been cut off from Verdun by Bazaine's insistence
on keeping open his ccmauiications with Metz and neglecting his right

wing. Two days later the decisive battle of uravelotte-St. Privat forced-
the French into Metz, where they were beiieged.

Sources: A.2.4; A. 7.
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"UME RtgaISSIAN WAR

Gravelotte-St. Privat. 18 August 1870
Following the battles of Mars-la-Tour, Vionville, and Rezonville on t:.v..".s.

16 August 1870, French Marshal Achille F. Bazaine drew up his army,

which was west of the fortified town of Metz, cut off from French

forces at Chalons. Opposite the French line to the west were

the German First and Second armies under Marshal Helmuth C.B. von ."

Ntultke.

On 18 August, von Nltke launched an attack against the French

line, which was facing generally west on a ridge between the Moselle
and Orne rivers. On the German right, east of Gravelotte, the German

First Army was held most of the day by a determined French defense.

At one point German forces panicked, and an all-out French counterattack

might have reopened an escape route to the west. In fact, a half-hearted 140

counterattack was checked only by German artillery fire and von Nbltke's ...

personal efforts. But Bazaine failed to take the initiative and did
not exploit the German right wing's setback. To the north on the

German left, the battle raged primarily around the walled village of

St. arivat la Motaigne. A valiant defense by Marshal Corobert's
VI Corps against over~whlming numbers was finally outflanked by a ••-""

German penetration at Roncourt to the north, and the remnants of the

VI Corps were forced to withdraw. Late on the night of 18 September

Bazaine's army was withdrawing from the field into Metz, which the

Germans imnediately besieged..'

Significance: Lacking boldness and initiative, Bazaine had

conceded victory to the Germans, who certainly did not get the best

of the French on the battlefield. Individual French corps commanders *

led their troops well, but Bazaine did not posses the leadership qualities

to coordinate the overall defense. His decision to retire to letz led

to the investment of the fortress and its eventual capitulation on

27 October 1870.

Solures: A.1; A.7; D.11.
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"THE FRAN -PlUSSIMA WAR "*"'.".'.

Sedan 1 Sepembr 1870
After the French defeat at the Bttle of Gravelotte-St. rivat..

on 18 August 1870, Army of the Rhine commnider Marshal kchille F.

Bazaine fell back into the fortress of Metz, which the German First

Army and elements of the Second Army. proceeded to invest. Meamthile,

French Marshal Marie B.P.M. MacMahon, comander of the Army of Alsace,
responded to the appeals of the French government and moved out on ... ,.*..

21 August from Chalons, west of Metz, to relieve Bazaine. Choosing a ,
northernly approach route to Metz, MacMehon left his forces open to a

German turning movement. After several clashes along the Meuse River

in late August, Maclbhon's army was surrounded by the German Third Amy

and par of the Second Army (the Army of the Meuse) at Sedan on the north
bank of the Meuse near the Belgian border. On 1 September the French

forces attempted to break out of the German encirclement. M.df was b:w: ..

wounded early in the battle, and his place was taken by General Btmwel
F. de Wimpfen. By noon the French were surrounded. A desperate French "
cavalry charge to the north was shattered by German infantry fire, and

" Germn cavalry charges in turn were repelled by French mitrailleuses,.:." 'p-. ". "5.

early machine guns. Following another unsuccessful breakout attempt late ....-.. 'in the afternoon, this time to the southeast, the French fell back to Sedan.

Early the next morning French Bmperor Napoleon III, accompanying the Army
of Alsace, surrendered to King Wilhelm of Prussia. At the same time the

army capitulated.

"Significance: This defeat meant that almost all of France's regular
"field forces were either besieged in Metz or prisoners of war. Only a

handful of French fortresses and their garrisons stood between the German
:. army and Paris, which itself came under siege on 19 September.

p.-:.Sources: A.2.4; A.7.
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Coulalersn 9 Nomver 1870

- After destroying the only remaining French field army at Sedan,,
.the German armes advanced on Paris,, which they encircled,, bginning....

fomo•m siege operations on 19 September. To cover the southern approaches

to their siege lines, the I Bavarian Corps, commanded by General von Der

Tam, was sent south toward Orleans, which he occupied after a brief

fight on October 11.
Meanwhole, only partly suspected by the Germans, the new French '.-'.

Third Republic, with its capital in Tours, was making heroic efforts

to raise new armies. The Germans first became aware of this when '.,Z t

General Louis J.B. d'Atwelle de Paladines advanced toward Orlemas from '..-
north of Tours in early November with an army of 100,000 men. At the "

same time another strong French force was advancing up the Loire from
Glen toward Orleans. Von Der Tamn, in danger of being encircled,

withdrew from Orleans the night of 7 November, and advanced toward

Aurelle early the next moning. However, soon realizing he was ored,

that night von der Tam, took up q defensive position at Coulmiers, about

1S kilometers west of Orleans. .,... ,

At about 0900 hours the next morning, cold and overcast, the
French advanced eastward on a broad front. While Aurelle' s right wing

engaged von Der Tana's main force, his left advanced further north, and

threatened to envelop the Bavarians. Had this envelopment been pressed

more vigorously, the Bavarians would undoubtedly have been overwhelmed,
and perhaps encircled. As it was, by dusk, at 1600 hours von Der Tanm

realized his danger, and withdrew.
Significance: Orleans was recaptured by the French. Most important,

they had learned that the Germans were not invincible. However, they failed ,

to realize that their victory was due more to overwhelming numbers, and '$:,•

unimginative Bavarian leadership, than to the elan of the newly raised, .,4
undisciplined French troops.

Sources: A. 7 ; A.1S; D.15; D.21.
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_Orle ans, 2-4 D*cember 1870*

After the defeat of the Bavarians at CoulmieTs Iblti. realized
that the security of his aziy, and his ability to sustain the siege .....S--.

of Paris, we gravely threatened by the growing Frnch strength, ." ".

particularly to the south. Because of the surender of Metz, hommr, k ..
on 27 October, he now had another field army available, the Second

under Prince Frederick Charles. That army, about 90,000 strong, began
to move south from the vicinity of Fontainebleau toward Orleans on .. •,..
27 Novu1ber. By 1 Decer they hod reached a line exteniing generally
from Chateaudm in the west of Pithyiers in the east, a front of about
*60 kilometers, and about 3S kilomters north of Orleans. Nbltke ordered
Prince Frederick Charles to advance on Orleans on 3 December.

At this tim the Freuch army of the Loire, under General L.J.B.
d'Aurelle de Paladines numbered close to 200,000 mnn, in six corps.
However, the troops were almost totally untralned and izxperieanced.

The battle began, hwever, in bitterly cold and snowy weather,

early on Z December with an attack of the French left-hand corps, .uder

General A.E.A. de (hazy, against the Gema right nar Loigny. The
Germans, surprised by the attack, were briefly throw beck. However, they
quickly recovered and repulsed hanzy with heavy losses. There was little
action elsewhere along the line, as Aurelle was waiting to hear that
Chanzy had been successful before ordering a geal advance. Early
the next morning, however, in heavy sno, the Germans attacked all along
the line, their main effort in the center. The French were throm back

and large numbers of troops began to flee the battlefield. As the Germn -• .,

advance continued the next day, Aurelle ordered a general retreat. That

night the French rear guard comander sred the city of Orleans to .

the Germans.
Significance: The defeat of the French Army of the Loire made Clear "C-."'"•

to both sides that the new levies of Republican France could not hope to

repeat the achievements of the Republican levies of 1792. Although the
French governent did not yet accept the fact, the Battle of Orleans
assured an early end of the war.

Sources: A.7; A.15; D.11. ',.-._:
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T•h FRW=-P.SSTAN WAR S....

Le nmes, 11-12 JanuarY 1871 - -

The French General Antoine aumzy, leading the provincial Azmy of •..*,.;- .... * :..

the Loire, made a strategic offensive in the Loire Valley southwest of

Paris; aianzy's objective was to relieve the besieged French garrison of "' :

Paris. The Gersn Second Army, coimmnded by Prince Friedrich Karl,

marched against 2hanzy, who at once retreated to prepared defenses in
frnmt of Le Mans. There, in bitterly cold weather, with many snow flurries,,
the Germans attacked on 11 January. " -"•.

During the day the Germns mashed the French right when Chanzy's

unreliable Breton Gardes mobiles (militia), which held the Frenh right L .*.-

flank, panicked and fled. This panic was soon commnicated to Oamnzy's
reserves, which were in training cms to the rear. However, because of

the weather, and because the French left held firm, the Germn's did not

realize the extent of their sucess*. That night Qmnzy ordered a general

withdrawal. But German pressure made it difficult for the French to

extricate themselves, and it was afternoon before they were able to break

contact. Oanzy wit-drew to Lavl,.

Sinificace: hainzy's desperate offensive was defeated, but he 4b

rebuilt his army and remained a threat to the Germins in the Loire

Valley. However, popular enthusiasm for resistance in the French .'

provinces was beginning to wane.
Sources: A.1; A.7; D.11; D.MS.
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Belfort, 1S-17 January 1871
Shortly after the invesitmet of Bazaine's army in W4tz, in higst

of 18701, a German force invested the strong fortress tow of Delfort in
southeastern Alsace. The French garrison was cimnadsd by C~owlam '*

Pierre Dsofert-Rocherean, u~dw repulsed several assaults by the Germa

VI Corps under General Karl W. von Werder.
Muamnhile the French high command produced an unrealistic plan to

relieve the siege of Paris by cutting lsbltkos' s inesof commication.
An army of over 100,000, wider General Charles D.S. Dourbekig, woldd
advance nortlsmstward from. Durges to recapture Dijon, to relieve Delfort,
aund then, drive northward into lorraine to cut the German lines of comamication. %

On 30 Decemer 1870 D&arbaki began to advace to~mrd Belfort, fromk just south
of Dijon arnd Desanoon. Warder hastily pulled back his small garrison from -L

Dijon, and prepared to meet the French threat on, the Lisaine River,, just
west of Delfort. Nhmihile 14oltke created a now Army of the South from
two corps near OrleumsI, under the ~udof Genral Bdwin van tNhteuffel, 2
which was to march eastiurd to fight Do~wbuld.

On 14 Jamry Dmubuld reached Werder's line along the Lisaine
River. flourbuki. now hod about f10,000 mc, Warder barely 40,000. Despite
bitter cold, and considerable snow, Dourbaki attacked on, the 15th, with
his main effort on his left (north) flank. However, his inexperienced
officers and. am were unable to coordinate their efforts,, aund iw
repulsed all along the line. The next day, ho~wnr, the Preach forced :*

a crossing of the Lisaine in the center, and cm close to a complete
breakthrough. But they were so disorganized that they were unable to
exploit this SUCess3. Werder, who had used up all his reserves, wes
nonetheless able to plug the gap. On the 17th Bourbaki ordered a renewal

of the attack, but the ewdwmuted, frozen troops were uniable to respond . ~ ~.
more then half-heartedly. Dourbeki gave orders to withdraw.

Siifcce This was the last major battle of the ~war. As
!'bnteuiffel Is army ap~proached from his rear,, Dourbaki took his entire

army (83, 000 am) to interment, in Switzerland on 1 February. Verder **

renewed his efforts against Delfort, but thovugh close to collapse the
garrison held on until the war was endIed with an armistice on 15 February,
when Denfert-Rochereau (under orders from, his governoit) was 'authorized
to surrender with full honors' of war.

Sources: A.7; D.11; D.15. *%aS*
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IME ZULU WAR , --

In December 1878 Great Britain demanded a virtual poetrt

over Zululand, an African nation that hod been ruled by the Zulu Kn
Catwmyo since 1872. Wme Cetewayo ipmrad the lBritish dimmds,,
British General F.A. Thesipr,, Viscount (helnford, organized a force

of British wad native troops, which he led Into Zululand In three

widely separated colims on 11 January 1879.
On 22 January, the center column, which had advanced om

l1orkes Drif~t, was ancimpe without the protection of• field fortiications ;,

near Isarndhlm. Wltile Ohwlmsord was may on reconnaisunce, a ,.:....,
large force of Zulus surprised the British camp and virtually mnibtlated "--
it. Chelmsford reure to the devastated camp and them withdrewr his....,,.

pat toR'fs rit

Ste~c e F The overwhelmingl Zulu success at Isanddtwal, "-'"

f.' .. 'ft.•

part off Cetawayols aggressive strateVr, upset British plans to subdue--'..,

Zululand. --ns -!ntyo, amo time and fightin would be required to '-- :'-
defeat the Zus.1_-

Sources,,. D.16.""-=Y'
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IM ZJUW MR, 1879

MfwA4. 4 Aily 1879
k D~~y Mhy 1879 reiocint frm Wanda bad arrived in sufficimnt

nmbrs in saxthern Africa for use in subchaJng ZUlululln and its lesadr
Cstemsyo. At the ad of lay, British General F.A. Thesiger, Viscount

I OWIUmfo~dI, began. anther cmaidi to capture the Zulu roapl kraal at
Mulnli, hsfirst expdition in January 189having failed.

Ona 4 July QaImsford reached the vicinity of the Zulu capital.

liar., the British ware attacked by a large force of Zulus. 11w British
5' infantry, liwmver, foried a hollow squamre and, with welU-placed artillery,

broke up ni mrmis Zulu assaults. British cavalry, initially inside :

the squares charged the disorganized Zulus and the Zulu attack was

~~ Zulu military powar was virtually ended by the British
victory at Mulwii, and, Cetewayo was captured andl eiled. In 1887 ZUlulaiul
was annexed by the British czvia.

* Source: D. 16.
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TMWAA*T R-IN"

?ajuba HLIll 27 FelUr l1
In Decwer 1880 a Doer republic mas established in the Transvaal

"Sgion of South Africa, and the Doers there rebelled against the British,
who had a ,ed the region in 1877. Pretoria mas besieged. and a Doer . .
orce under Guurl Ietrus Jacobs Joubert invaded the British colon

of Natal. British Genral Sir George Olley aved a small force to

meat the invasion and mas defeated at Laing's Neck in the UalWmsber*

UmmEtain oan JUaUry 1551.. On 27 Febru ry, part of Colley'5 force

was in position atop MaJuba Hill, which overlooked the prFinipal Pass

thrugh the mountains. A force of Boers attacked the position, and

*dle accurate rifle fire pimed the British down, a stormIng party
£ WWWC~~* - "? - ;v

overrun the position.,"

St•iib: This Doer victory brouht about peace neagtiations, '4
and on S April 1881, the Treat/ of Pretoria ws siged, gmranting limited

q depad n e to the Doer South African IePublic. , ..
Sorces: D.2.
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aarr'r AND M OM 1882

Tel 61 Kebw, 13 Septemer 1882
In 1881 Egyptian Army Colonel Ahe Arabi (Arabi Pabsh) led a

natim~list revolt against increasing Thuopean influuene in the
%Egyptian Goverornt and ~iitration. This revolt threatened the

financial interests of the Dwropean powesrs, particulaly Great Britain.
In a show of strength~ a camined Pruuco-Dritish naval squadron *:~

d montated at Alexmiria (Maky 1882). However, anti-airopean
agitation in Egypt coutimied, and a riot in Alexand~ria (Jtme) left
SO Buropeans dead. Britain prepared to intervneo with military force.

A small British expedition cominded by Lieuteaunt General Sir
Garnet Voisoley landed at Port Said in late ALagut and, prepared to
attack Egyptian forces defending the eastern Nile Delta and Cairo.
Arabi, who~ cminnded the Egyptian. army, had prepared defenses at
Tel el Kebir an the Sweetwater Cmnil and rail, lines, about midway

Since the Egyptian trenches conteded a level, bare plain.

Wlsoley plannd a night approach mich and surprise attack; this
wsinitiated at 0130 bours, 13 Septembr. At 0500 hour the British

attacked, achieving surprise, and overcoaing all oosition, by 0730.
The Egyptians were driven from the field in disorder and pursued by
the British.

Siifcce The British victory broke the back of Arabi' s
revolt; Arabi surradored and was exiled. Egypt was placed under a
British adinistration.d

Source:D. 2.
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EGYP AN 7MSO 1898

surmn , 2 ,tewer 1898 ar.

Beginnin In 13 the Sudan ind t d mdle Nile River region were -"AVtoan by a MWhdtst uprising against Anglo-Egyptian influence in that ame. -:•.'/;
In 188S, after a siege of 10 amths, the Mhd~sts captured Xha-toum, and N..; h

massacred the British garrison and its commner General Charles George
Gordon. In ,896 British lkjor General Sir Horatio H. Kitchwmer corwnc:d
a mthodical reconquest of the SW=an with a mixed force of British and
Egyptian troops, supported by a river gunboat flotilla. In 1898
Kitchener's expedition arrived near Onm , just north of Krtoaum,.
where the dulldist leader bxallahin bad assmbled his forces.

On 2 Septaherl the ~Mdists, attwackd the Aziglosflgptian army on.
the plain north of Ohunmn. British rifle and w--hine gun fire mshed
the first of the Md~ists' sassed asswlts. The defenders thon counter-
attacimd, only to be struck on their right flank by another mass of
Muhdist troops. British and gyptian infantry defeated this threat,,
1oweVer, and the Mahists dispersed in confusion. British and Egyptian"
cavalry pursued. Thm Kitchwer ad his troops marched triuqatw y a"

S~jnticm9: Kitchber's victory restored Anglo-ftyptian control

in the Swian and also dmonstrated the awasom military potential of
the machine gSn. %4bhdist losses in the battle were extrmely high due
to the firepowr superiority of Kitchl• r's troops.

"Sources: D.2; D.S. .
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.ordw disputes bet1r 8 Ethiopia an Italy, wh e colon of Eitrea.

on the Had Sea bordered 8daopia, led to mw in 1895. The Italians

%" ddefeated in swerI mnor actions, and in 1896 the Italian ccmmomer,

Gmral Orsre Baratieri, put together a large aiW and mrced against
Addis ~ ~ 4e Aaa tEtipacptaldeerinedh* to defeat the Ethiopi.4an

army in one decisive battle.
At Aodm, in northeastern Ethiopia, bratieri's force wsm

surprised by a large Ethiopian army led by the aqmor Mmneik ir.
The leading eltmnts of bratieri's army wer isolated and very quickly

overwheled by the Ethiopians. Baratieri's main body never had a

* chance to form a coherent defensive line,, and it,, too, was suwrmmxIde
and destroyed. The Bthiopians, who were very weU armed, used
tactics of fire and movement and envelopmet cleverly; their victory
was overwhelming.

Significance: Aodma was the worst defeat inflicted on a European
power by an African nation. In October 1896 Italy an Ethiopia concluded

the Treaty of Mdis Ababa, by which Italy recognized the indepedence of

Ethiopia.
Sources: A.2.4; D.l.
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7M. BCE WAR 1899-1901e'.~
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UM BOER WAR, 1l89 1901.,...
Nikaersfntaein, 11 December 1899

After driving the Boers from their positions along the Mbdder River on

28 November 1899, British General Lord Paul ?ethuen paused to regroup his

forces before resuming his advance to relieve the besieged town of Kimberley. ....

samwhile, Boer General Jacobus H. De La Roy, who shared the command of the

Boers north of the M4dder River with General Piet A. Cronje, ordered field

defenses constructed just south of Magersfontein Hill. The defenses were

skillfully camouflaged and located at the base of the hill where the British

did not expect them.

On the afternoon and evening of 10 December, British artillery pounded

the hill while a Scottish brigade moved forward in a night approach march to

attack the Boer position. After marching in the dark and in heavy rain, the

brigade., in mass formation, approached the still undetected Boer trenches at

dawn. Less than a half kilometer from the trenches, the Scots were struck

suddenly by heavy rifle fire from the Boer position (which had hardly been

touched by the British aWtillery preparation). Soon the brigade was pinned

down. A gap in the left center of the Boer line might have been exploited,,

but the defenders quickly closed it, and the few British infantr/mn who had

penetrated it were lost. In the early afternoon, an order for several small . ?.,.

units to fall back for defense against a Boer threat to the British right

precipitated a general withdrawral which disintegrated into a rout. The

Boers did not pursue but remained in their positions and continued to block

the route of the relief expedition.

Significance: The relief of Kimberley was delayed by this defeat, which,,

combined with another British setback at Colenso on 15 December, led to a

shake up in the British cmuand in South Africa.

Sources: A.2.4: D.18.
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IM BOER WAR, 1899-1901

Colenso, 15 December 1899
The town of Ladysmith in northwest Natal was besieged by Boer forces on

2 November 1899. General Sir Redvers Buller, commander of British forces in

South Africa, personally took comnand of a relief expedition from the south

and, in Decabber 1899, drew up his forces just south of Colenso on the Tugela
River. At Colenso, Free State General Louis Botha had prepared fomidable .

defenses, primarily along the north bank of the Tugela, to stop Buller's ,%N. .*

advcane. Although oulmwbered in men and guns, BothM carefully spread his

command over a wide front, with artillery on the high ground north of the

river and infantry in weUl-camouflaged trenches closer to the river bank.

Buller's plan of attack was to make two infantry assaults at fords in the

river, both preceded and supported by artillery fire. British intelligence

of the location of the Boer positions was sketchy.

Folloving a two-day artillery bcobardment, which had little effect on,
the Boer positions, the British moved out on the early turing of 1S December. ,•}

One brigade on the left lost its way and blundered into a loop of the Tugela,

where rifle fire fom three sides trapped it. This brigade withdrew later

in the day afer suffring heavy losses. On the extreme right, an attack to

take a hill east of the Tugela, where artillery positions were to be

established to enfilade the Boer left, gained no ground. The British main

effort to take a crossing in the center of the Boer line failed to materialize

when supporting artillery was moved too close to Boer defenses and neutralized

by rifle fire. In the afternoon Buller called off the attack, and the British

infantry, weary from exposure in the hot sun, withdrew. An attempt to save

the stranded British artillery pieces retrieved only two guns; the rest were

captured by the Boers.

Significance: Buller's failure to break through the Colenso position,

delayed the relief of Ladysmith and cost him the comnand of the British anry

-in South Africa.

Sources: A.2.4; A.7; D.18.
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THE DOER WAR, 1899-1901

S.ion Kwp, 24 January 1900
Although Lieutenant General Sir Redvers Buller lost overall command of '.. . ,

British forces in South Africa after his defeat at Colenso, he remained in -.. "".....

commmnd of the Ladysmith relief force. In January 1900, reinforced by the .... ..

British 5th Division, he renewed his efforts to break through Boer defenses

to reach Ladysmith, this time upstream on the Tugela River from Colenso.
On 16 January, Buller's troops crossed the Tugela at Potgieters Drift, and ,-,.-

Buller formulated a plan for a two-pronged attack on the Boer defenses. -.-..

Lieutenant General Sir Charles Warren's 5th Division was to make the initial

assault northwest of Potgieters Drift, after which Buller was to attack with
the remainder of the British force, outflanking Boer positions near Potgieters.
Warren, however, delayed the attack on the hill of Spion Kop, his prinary .,.,

objective, until the night of 23/24 January, when a night march brought British

troops to the hill's summit. In heavy fog the British failed to prepare

adequate defenses, and no British artillery reached the hilltop. As a

result, when the Boers shifted troops to meet this unexpected penetration,

the British were caught in enfilading fire at daybreak on 24 January and
outguned by Boer field pieces. All day long the battle raged along the
western edge of Spion Kop, and the British did not advance either on the hill .,•-.- .:

or at Potgieters Drift. A British diversionary attack to the east of
Spion Kop at one poiit threatened the entire Boer position, but this success

was not exploited. So, after dark on 24 January, the British commander on
Spion Kop ordered his troops back down the hill.

Significance: Another attempt to break through to Ladysmith had failed,
because of the British command's lack of initiative and the determined

resistance of the Boers. However, the attack had so weakened the Boer defenses
that had it been pressed on 25 January it might have cracked the Boers' line.

Sources: A. 7; D. 18.
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THE BOER WAR. 1899-1901'
j, 18 February 1900

After the besieged town of Kimberley was relieved on 15 February 1900,,

British forces under Field Marshal Frederick, Viscoumt Roberts, pursued

Boer General Piet A. Cronje's Boer army eastward along the general line of

the Modder River. Cronje was attaepting to reach Bloemfontein to aid in the.

defense of that town. On 17 February, near Paardeberg, a British cavalry

contingent blocked Cronje's route. On the next day, the main body of Roberts.'s

army, temporarily comanded by General Sir Horatio H. Kitchener, came up and ..

attacked Cronje's troops, who were entrenched along the north bank of the

Modder.

Kitchener's attack plan called for a three-pronged piecemeal assault
on the Boer laager: one division to attack from the south across the Mdder
against the front of the Boer position, and other units to attack the Boers'

flanks to the north of the River. Lacking adequate cover, the British

infantry suffered heavy casualties and made no significant gains, although

the British artillery damaged the Boer luager. A small force of Boer cavalry,
moving north to aid Cronje, seized a camuanding position overlooking the

battlefield. However, Cronje's refusal to abandon his supply train and

break out ultimately doomed his force.

Significance: Following the British repulse on 18 February, Field ,.

*• Marshal Roberts besieged the Boer camp, and on 27 February Cronje capitulated. .

*This was a decisive British victory. It eliminated the Boer military presence

in the western Orange Free State.

Sources: A.2.4; A. 7; D.18.
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THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR

San Juan and El Caney. 1 July 1898

After landing southeast of Santiago, Cuba, on 22 June 1898, the

US V Corps, led by Major General William Shafter, marched through

rugged jungle terrain to the eastern defenses of Santiago. On 28 June,,

after receiving informtion that Spanish reinforceents were moving

to Santiago, Shafter ordered his command to prepare to attack three ..-

objectives: the Spanish positions on Kettle and San Juan hills and

a detached outpost to the northeast at El Caney. The plan called for

swift defeat of the garrison at El Caney, after which the US troops

would hurry southwest to assualt Kettle and San Juan hills. ": '..I

The attack on El Carny began early on the morning of 1 July.
Poorly coordinated, and improperly supported by artillery, the detachment

failed to overcome stubborn resistance and take the outpost until late ' -

in the afternoon. Meanwhile, the US troops deploying for the attack

on San Juan and Kettle hills had been detected and fired upon by the
p-" , . -,' - ',

defenders. Thus the battle began without the El Caey contingent. Fighting

was confused, until, late in the day, US infantry and dismounted cavalry .

finally charged the Spanish positions, supported by artillery and Gatling

guns, and seized the two hills.

Significance: In spite of Shaftee.s weakening his force by

dividing it, all objectives were taken, and the Spanih defenses east"-*
of Santiago were breached. When the US Navy defeated the Spanish -, .

squadron defending Cuba, the Spanish surrendered Santiago, on 15 July.

In these ground battles the Spanish were using smokeless powder, which
gave them an advantage over the US troops, with their black powder.

Sources: A.7; A.11; A.17. .
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-i ~cc~iled data an 600 major battles of modern history from the begimin....g
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-- __• at~ikes comprise seven tables which present all of the $ipificunt- ,;,_-.:

•- statistical data available an the battles and show how major factors of
Scombat have influenced the, outcme of these battles. Tbere is a concise

1 rirtive for each battle,, which ammimrizes the principal• swr courJted "",-
" in te reeac for that battle. M dta, information, and anlyis are .---.
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